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Our cities and communities are facing  

a great transformation through projected 

population increases, which will directly 

result in greater densities. This critical 

issue of increased population and density  

is now being overlaid by the effects  

of climate change. As the climate has 

changed dramatically over the last three 

years, there is an urgency to this challenge, 

particularly if the rate of change continues 

as predicted. 

A consistent message in my 

previous Foreword columns has been  

a call for the profession to respond  

by bringing to bear the potency of  

design. Cities are inherently complex  

and somewhat unmanageable. However, 

this is why the individual project is such 

an agent for change, both in the physical 

fabric of our cities and in the sensibilities 

and vision of those charged with their 

development. We need to think about  

how we engage with policymakers  

to ensure that design is an intrinsic 

element in any built environment policy. 

For most people, their greatest 

sense of a city is where they live, and it 

is our housing quality that substantially 

defines our experience of a place.  

This volume of Architecture Australia  

is dedicated to the great challenge 

of housing in Australia in terms of 

sustainability, liveability and affordability. 

Guest editors Alysia Bennett and Shane 

Murray of Monash University’s Faculty of  

Art, Design and Architecture set an excellent 

precedent for our architecture schools to 

engage in this manner with the profession. 

Housing is the foundation of the city 

and this issue’s focus on future challenges 

is timely given the recent development 

of multiresidential dwellings throughout 

the country. The discourse initiated here 

and supported through our own Institute 

policies is something we should endeavour 

to see as an ongoing line of research. 

By the time of publication, I will  

have handed the chain of office to president 

elect Clare Cousins. Clare has been closely 

associated with the transformation of  

the Institute over the past two years and  

I look forward to supporting her presidency. 

Throughout my own presidency I have relied 

immensely on Ken Maher, who generously 

committed an incredible amount of his time 

and energy as immediate past president. 

We have all worked well as a team with a 

common vision for our Institute to be well 

placed to serve the members. 

I wish to convey my sincere thanks 

to our departing board members Helen 

Lochhead, Andrew Broffman and Ken 

Maher. Their contribution to the board’s 

work and to the leadership of the Institute 

has been significant. I also thank the 

Institute staff and CEO Jennifer Cunich 

for their great support. Finally, I would like 

to acknowledge our independent board 

members Genevieve Overell, Giselle  

Collins and Sarah Richardson, who all  

do an incredible amount of work on  

our behalf, providing a sound foundation  

to the Institute’s operations.

It has been an immense honour 

and privilege to serve as president of our 

Institute and to represent you. In assuming 

this role, I had a particular interest in  

how to improve the Institute’s governance 

and advocacy. It has been exciting and 

invigorating to see how these elements 

have developed over the past few years.  

It has also been reassuring to see how 

widely shared this vision of a strong 

voice for architecture is among the 

representatives of the membership, 

irrespective of what state they represent  

or what form of practice they operate within. 

Through the hard work of your 

colleagues, the greatest evidence of  

these changes will come in the year ahead 

as we roll out the digital transformation 

program. This program will see the Institute 

develop new digital tools to seamlessly 

support our members and to improve  

our engagement both internally and with 

the broader community. This initiative will 

yield a strong voice within the community 

for the architectural profession. 

— Richard Kirk, National President 

Australian Institute of Architects

Bringing to Bear  

the Potency of Design

Foreword
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This future-focused issue of Architecture 
Australia is guest-edited by a team from 
Monash University, led by Shane Murray 
and Alysia Bennett. Shane and Alysia  
have worked with their Monash University 
colleagues Naomi Stead, Nicole Kalms and 
Catherine Murphy (as advisers) to consider 
emerging directions in Australian housing. 
With the overarching theme of “Housing 
Diversity” the team has considered the 
significant challenges facing Australia’s 
housing sector.

The renovation of the Australian 
suburbs is a topic that the Department 
of Architecture at Monash University has 
been addressing in teaching, research and 
advocacy over many years. Past issues 
of Architecture Australia that have focused 
on housing include the May/June 2011 

“Housing Futures” issue, which included an 
essay by Shane Murray and Lee-Anne Khor 
exploring infill redevelopment, and the 
May/June 2007 issue, which presented 
research from Shane’s Ageing of Aquarius 
project, exploring the relationship between 
assets and identity in housing for retiring 
baby boomers, funded through an ARC 
Linkage grant.

Shane’s opening piece for this  
issue outlines the housing research projects 
undertaken within Monash University’s 
Department of Architecture over the past 
decade. He laments that while individually 
and as a body of work this has been well 
received in a number of forums, its impact 
is not commensurate with the issues or 
opportunities. As we know, uncertain 
planning processes, high levels of 
community resistance and low levels of 
development viability continue to impede 
sustainable urban change in Australian 
cities. Shane’s introduction turns attention 
back to the role of the architect within 

society with a call for action: “Architects 
will need to transform themselves from 
commanders of a diminishing domain  
into influencers and collaborators in an 

‘all-of-system’ approach to the delivery  
of the built environment.” This significant 
transformation, currently reshaping the 
profession, underpins the content of this 
housing-focused volume.

In her overview essay co-guest 
editor Alysia Bennett, lecturer in Monash 
University’s Department of Architecture, 
outlines three pillars under which architects 
and architecture can contribute to greater 
housing diversity: new typologies that 
support household needs over time,  
the creation of more diversity in available 
housing stock, and housing provision  
that is not driven by single family dwellings 
or individually beneficial investment  
assets. In response the issue focuses on 
three topics: designing for diversity, the 

“missing middle” and the way we live 
together. The first considers the evolving 
character of the Australian dream, 
changing population demographics and 
diverse household configurations; the 
second explores the city-scale issues of 
regeneration and intensification alongside 
dwelling-specific concerns of flexibility and 
lifespan; and the third zeroes in on delivery, 
management and resource-sharing for 
individual and collective benefit. The issue 
comprises essays, built project reviews and 
speculative research projects. 

  This is an engaging and timely 
issue and the Architecture Australia 
editorial team would like to thank Shane 
and Alysia, the Monash University team and 
the contributors for thoughtfully addressing 
the future of Australian housing.

 
— Cameron Bruhn, Editorial Director  
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To address contemporary housing challenges 

and enable an ongoing contributory role  

in urban development, architects will need  

to transform themselves from commanders  

of a diminishing domain into influencers and 

collaborators in an “all-of-system” approach  

to the delivery of the built environment.  

Guest editor Shane Murray examines national 

progress in housing diversity.

Housing Diversity: 

Opportunities for Transformation

Shane Murray

Words by

Guest Editor

Discussion
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Discussion

Footnotes

1. Australian Institute  

of Health and Welfare, 

“Housing assistance in 

Australia 2017,” Canberra, 

13 July 2017, aihw.gov.au/

reports/housing-

assistance/housing-

assistance-in-

australia-2017/data. 

2. Linda Cheng, “Housing 

affordability in focus:  

What can architects do?” 

ArchitectureAU website,  

9 May 2017, architectureau.

com/articles/housing-

affordability-in-focus-what-

can-architects-do.

For the past decade Monash University’s 

Department of Architecture has been 

researching new models of dwelling 

provision to better meet the increasingly 

complex needs of the Australian housing 

market. The underlying intention of much  

of this research is to develop design 

contributions toward a range of needs  

that our housing system has failed  

to address, such as a diversification  

of household makeup, a longer life 

expectancy, an increasing desire  

to age in place and pressures caused  

by population growth. 

In Australia there are approximately 

200,000 new dwellings required for social 

housing tenants1 and, as with the UK, 

Europe and the US, housing unaffordability 

and rates of housing stress are reaching 

critical levels. Local commentators  

note “the collective angst the country  

is experiencing over the future of home 

ownership and long-term housing security 

in Australia.”2 

Once the dwelling satisfied  

a direct physical need for shelter  

and was the symbolic locus of family.  

Now its primary role is as an investment 

asset and questions about its location  

and physical arrangement recede 

compared with its potential for capital 

growth. A traditional design approach that 

concerns itself solely with typology, siting 

and spatial planning will be inadequate to 

the task of diversifying our dwellings and 

improving access to them. If architecture  

is to contribute a solution to these 

challenges, we must ask if architecture  

can work beyond its traditional disciplinary 

confines and begin to infiltrate and 

influence the circumstances of its delivery. 

Monash researchers investigating 

housing diversification have attempted  

to work within the realities of the Australian 

housing system, be they development 

economics, construction capability or  

local planning and policy contexts. Their 

work has included proposals for affordable 

housing, flexible dwelling designs, user-

centred accessible accommodation,  

new typologies for the community housing 

sector and whole-of-precinct strategies  

for middle suburban intensification. This 

work has received considerable attention 

in government and academic contexts  

and in areas of the profession, but to  

date it has not had the impact on housing 

delivery that we might have hoped for. 

In this issue of Architecture 

Australia, it is timely therefore to examine 

national progress in housing diversity. We 

have assembled a collection of project 

reviews and essays that provide insights 

into recent approaches to addressing  

this challenge. In her overview article  

and sequencing of the content, Alysia 

Bennett has structured the material  

around three pillars: the specific spatial 

needs of emerging complex households, 

architectural typologies that facilitate flux 

over time and how housing unaffordability 

might be addressed through reconsidering 

the relationship between households. 

Considering the size and duration  

of the challenge of achieving housing 

diversity, it is striking that most of the 

projects presented are on a relatively small 

scale. While curating this issue, our team 

found very few multi-unit or high-density 

developments that demonstrate innovation 

in diversification, whether in their spatial 

composition, procurement model or 

financing structure. We had hoped to  

find more transformation taking place  

at a larger scale because of the enormity  

of the challenge. Observing this lack  

of impact, several authors in this issue  

have commented on the need for 

architects to reconsider their role in  

terms of both the inevitable disruption  

to the profession and the extent of their 

service provision. To address this challenge  

and enable an ongoing contributory  

role in urban development, architects  

will need to transform themselves from  

commanders of a diminishing domain  

into influencers and collaborators  

in an “all-of-system” approach to  

the delivery of the built environment.

— Shane Murray is dean of the Faculty of Art, 

Design and Architecture (MADA) at Monash University.  

 

Guest editors: Shane Murray and Alysia Bennett 

 

Monash University advisory panel: Naomi Stead,  

Nicole Kalms and Catherine Murphy
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Discussion

For greater housing diversity, new typologies 

can be designed to support emerging 

household needs over time. Additionally, 

architects can explore the notion of creating 

more diversity in available housing stock. 

Finally, housing provision can be expanded 

beyond procurement models, financial 

structures and living arrangements driven  

by single family dwellings or individually 

beneficial investment assets. Guest editor 

Alysia Bennett assesses the options.

Housing Diversity:  

Adapting 1.0 Infrastructure 

for 3.0 Lives

Alysia Bennett

Essay by

Guest Editor
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Housing should be seen as a process

and not as a product.

— Balkrishna Doshi

In a recent Volume essay, Charles Landry

argued that many of today’s key urban

failings are due to citizens living 3.0

lifestyles while the city around them is

designed and operating for a 1.0 world.1

In other words, culture, technology and

society have advanced, yet many of our

architectural and urban models, including

building management and approaches

to finance, have not.

One sector where the misalignment

is acutely felt is housing. Current best-

practice housing approaches epitomize

the modernist ideals of efficiency,

democracy and control. However, these

grand ambitions are undermined by the

self-serving interests of individuals in

market housing, facilitated through body

corporates and the planning application

appeal processes, and by a focus on

minimizing expenditure in government

housing. This misalignment between ideals

and emerging sociocultural and economic

shifts has resulted in complex housing

shortage and affordability challenges.

In order to understand how housing models

can realign to and leverage influencing

forces, we also need to understand the

major shifts that have occurred within

the lifestyles, decision-making processes

and configurations of Australian households

and the dwellings that accommodate them.

Accommodating sociocultural shifts

A significant aspect of the housing

affordability and shortage puzzle is the

shift in demand for housing. Demographer

Graeme Hugo argues that population

growth, which is often cited as the cause

for housing shortages, is only one of three

key factors contributing to the lack

of affordable stock. The two others are

shifts in the age structure of the Australian

population and the rate of household

formation.2 Collectively, emerging changes

in the three factors increase demand and

create distinct spatial needs that further

complicate the types of housing required.

Population age structure relates

not only to the average age and lifespan

of Australians, both of which have

significantly increased with the ageing

of the baby boomers and a decrease in

fertility and mortality, but also to the shifting

behavioural characteristics of certain age

groups over time. To counter the pressure

created by the resultant increased length

of occupation of aged-care facilities, since

the 1980s Australian federal, state and local

governments have encouraged the elderly

to age within their homes through a range

of policies such as excluding housing assets

from pension eligibility assessments.3

Government policy, along with a lack of

consideration of the physical, social and

aspirational needs of elderly occupants in

typical one- and two-bedroom apartment

models, creates a disincentive to downsize.

In order to address the challenges that

arise from servicing ageing populations,

and also emerging mobility-impaired

populations, Nigel Bertram and Catherine

Murphy argue that all dwellings can and

should be more creatively conceptualized

(page 46). Beyond ambulatory concerns,

issues of privacy, autonomy and other

domestic practicalities such as storage

are critical to the design of quality

high-care environments, not only in single

family dwellings but also group home

configurations, as Candalepas Associates

demonstrates in Estia House (reviewed

by Casey Bryant on page 38).

Spatial challenges are also arising

from a shift in the behaviour of the largest

population group that forms new

households, twenty to twenty-four-year-

olds. Due to a mix of complex conditions,

including increases in the pursuit of higher

education and the cost of living, young

adults are delaying departure from their

family units. Consequently, one in five

Australians lives in a multi-generational

household, within traditional dwellings

typically designed for single occupancy.4

Those who remain or return to their parents’

dwellings, often with their partners and

children, would traditionally constitute

distinct households with their own space

and privacy needs. In response, projects

such as Matt Gibson Architecture and

Design’s Mixed Use House, reviewed

on page 100 by Sarah Hurst, demonstrate

the ability of traditional housing models

to be reimagined, successfully facilitating

dual and triple occupancy.

Simultaneously, the average

household size has shrunk from 3.75

people per dwelling in 19475 to 2.6 in 20116

and increasingly a two-person household

is an adult child caring for their elderly

parent, two unrelated individuals or – as

Nicole Kalms unpacks in her review of

Coburg Townhouses by Schored Projects

(page 30) – a single parent and child. Thus

the logical step to reduce housing-related

costs for the majority of households,

and to fit the maximum number of new

dwellings on serviced infill sites, is to

increase the number of economical small

dwellings. However, typical contemporary

developer-driven one- and two-bedroom

apartments are usually only suitable for  

a couple without children, are often  

not designed for spatial flexibility and are 

incapable of expansion due to strata titling 

and body corporate control. Conversely,  

as Louise Johnson found (page 25), volume 

market detached and semidetached 

dwellings provide increased adaptability, 

are responsive to the characteristics of 

contemporary, variegated and multicultural 

households and are consequently  

more attractive options. In response,  

an increasing number of duplexes and 

semidetached medium-density typologies, 

such as Andrew Burns Architecture’s 

Cowper Street Housing in Sydney (reviewed 

by Lee Hillam on page 52) and Troppo 

Architects’ Tropology for DHA in Darwin 

(discussed on page 60 by Joshua Morrin), 

are blending the attributes of detached 

and apartment living to provide high quality 

and more efficient alternatives. 

The built and speculative projects 

reviewed in this issue demonstrate  

that design is capable of responding  

to the spatial implications of significant 

demographic shifts. However, a lack  

of flow-on effect within the broader 

property market is reflected in the void  

of large-scale development presented  

here. Tarsha Finney (page 90) argues that 

the only area where contemporary housing 

innovation is emerging is in the small 

number of architect-led projects such as 

the Baugruppen-based White Gum Valley 

project in Western Australia, discussed  

by Jennie Officer and Geoffrey London  

on page 84. Similarly, Adam Haddow  

(page 95) argues that student and share 

economy cohousing models, such as 

WeLive, are the only commercial leaders as 

current funding, taxation and governance 

systems prohibit innovation in the private 

development and community sectors.  

The lack of exemplary market- and 

government-led Australian housing  

models raises the question of scalability: 

can a diversification of stock be realized at  

a large enough scale to have a meaningful 

impact on current housing unaffordability 

and shortages?

Leveraging digital economic shifts

Cohousing models are facilitating the 

delivery of diverse housing stock through 

direct engagement with the financial and 

aspirational decision-making processes  

of homeowners. As Jasmine Palmer posits 

(page 81), deliberative and non-speculative 

development, Baugruppen and collective 

custom build approaches are emerging  

as a viable alternative to developer-led, 

speculative multi-unit provision. They allow 
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homeowners to engage with decision-

making processes in multiresidential 

development as they would with a detached 

dwelling, which can provide an incentive  

for a shift towards higher-density living. 

Likewise, Damian Madigan’s research  

(page 75) demonstrates that DIY activities 

can facilitate autonomous densification  

and variegation within suburban plots.  

Rory Hyde (page 71) makes a speculative 

proposal to reinstate the Robin Boyd-era 

Small Homes Services as a means of 

enabling widespread architect-led 

alterations and additions, promoting 

high-quality incremental development 

within the volume housing market. 

Collectively, Madigan, Hyde and Palmer 

suggest ways of facilitating diversification 

of the two dominant housing markets in 

Australia: detached dwellings, which 

account for 72.9 percent of domestic 

structures, and apartments, which account 

for 13.1 percent.7

In addition to engaging with  

the financial decision-making processes  

of owner-occupiers, alternative strategies  

are required to ensure that the needs  

of the 30.9 percent of the population  

that rents government and investment 

properties are met.8 Private rental  

properties typically only exist for investment  

purposes. Consequently, the quality of  

the accommodation offering is directly 

influenced by profit margins; in a market 

with high demand for rental properties, 

there is little incentive for landlords to 

provide more than what regulation requires, 

despite evidence of shifting household 

needs. Beyond a reduction in demand,  

the only way to increase the provision  

of improved rental properties is through 

incentives. One initiative that has rewarded 

the provision of quality and diverse 

accommodation offerings is the short-term 

holiday rental platform Airbnb. Higher 

rental rates can be sought for unique, 

well-located or high-amenity properties, 

while unmaintained or overstated listings 

are poorly rated and consequently 

financially penalized. Airbnb has been 

criticized for its negative effects on the 

housing sector, with reduced availability 

and affordability of inner-city rentals 

forcing a displacement of local communities 

in favour of higher-paying, short-term 

visitors. However, as Jacqui Alexander 

explores on page 108, the platform does 

demonstrate that it is possible to provide 

incentives for households to create  

new dwelling configurations and adopt 

alternative modes of living, in spite of 

upfront costs and changes to lifestyle. 

Further, while current tax offsets render 

some properties more valuable when 

unoccupied, Airbnb ties the notion  

of profitability to maximizing the use and 

occupancy of space, which is arguably  

a more collectively beneficial perspective 

on investment in the housing sector.

Beyond the direct application  

of existing digital platforms, abstracting  

and studying how technology companies 

approach widespread adoption despite 

regulation, cultural aversion and prevailing

financial systems may allow us to develop 

new ways to address housing challenges.  

An example of such abstraction is the 

University of Calgary’s Age-in-Place 

Laneway Project, where dwelling 

accessibility upgrades are provided in  

the form of rentable and relocatable pods.9 

Just as Uber reframes the personal vehicle

and its owner as a taxi service, the pods  

are not housing units but medical devices,

which positions them beyond the scope  

of building regulation and shifts the 

availability of finance, while their re-use 

elsewhere minimizes one-off financial and 

resource investment. Further, expanding 

the role of housing to function as medical 

equipment provides unique opportunities 

for the healthcare industry, as it may assist

in identifying declines in wellbeing  

early enough to introduce preventative 

treatments. The University of Calgary’s 

development of alternative housing upgrade

typologies, and of the broader systems 

within which they operate, gives expanded

relevance to the role of architects. 

To dismiss the likes of Uber and 

Airbnb as millennial fads is to ignore  

the valuable lessons that can be  

extracted from a greater understanding  

of their rapid formation. While it is true  

that these mobile-technology-based  

share economies are driven by single 

companies, more importantly, these 

entities create networks that facilitate 

mutually beneficial, semi-autonomous 

interactions between individuals in order  

to leverage opportunities emerging from 

economic and social systems. Networking,

paired with a monetization of household 

assets and a socially regulated verification

system, could shift the quality of peer-to-

peer housing provision and bring about  

a substantial, citizen-led diversification  

of housing options. 

Examining the shifts that have 

occurred in household configuration, 

lifestyle and behaviour, it is clear that  

the nuclear family formation that the 

housing market still prioritizes is no longer

dominant. While new spatial configurations

can realign dwellings to the emerging and 

shifting needs of households, in order for 

architects to lead a widespread push to 

address current shortage and affordability 

challenges, we need to examine not only 

the way that housing influences and  

is influenced by external financial and 

regulatory forces, but also our modes  

of practice. As both Richard Susskind  

and Fred Schoorl warn, experts, including 

architects, are a threatened species if they 

continue to follow the traditional “command 

and control” approach to service provision.10 

For architects to make a greater 

contribution to addressing complex housing 

issues, it is necessary to start imagining 

ourselves as collaborative systems 

designers rather than master creators.  

This doesn’t mean an abandonment  

of architectural production, but rather 

recognizing and responding to the 

expanded role that domestic spaces  

play within broader cultural, social and 

economic systems. Doing so will enable 

design quality to become a valued and 

integral component in housing choice,  

will assist in delivering dwellings that  

can accommodate household diversity 

over time and, consequently, may enable 

substantial diversification of residential 

stock in Australia.

— Alysia Bennett is a lecturer in Monash 

University’s Department of Architecture. 
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Louise Johnson takes a look  

inside the Australian home and 

examines the changing character  

of the suburban idyll that maintains  

a hold on our national psyche, as  

the composition of its domestic spaces continues to evolve  

in response to the rising density of our major cities and 

growing ethnic and cultural diversity. 

The Shrinking Dream:  

Household Diversity and  

Changing House Designs

Essay by Louise Johnson

The great Australian dream has long  

had two components – home ownership 

and the freestanding dwelling in the 

suburbs. Despite the hype surrounding  

the densification of Australian cities, the 

suburban home is still the predominant 

house form. In addition, Australian houses 

have been distinguished for much of this 

century by being the largest in the world. 

Interestingly, though, this mantle has  

now shifted elsewhere. The size of the 

Australian home peaked in 2009 at 247 

square metres. The United States now  

has the biggest houses in the world –  

at 249 square metres – with Canada 

coming a fair way behind at 181 square 

metres and Denmark with 137 square 

metres.1 There has been no systematic 

analysis as to why this change is occurring. 

It would be reassuring to see this fall 

related to a growing environmental 

consciousness or willingness to match 

house size to household size – which  

has been declining since the 1960s to  

an average of 2.6 persons per household.2  

The reduction in house sizes has been 

accompanied by a fall in the size of house 

blocks and a small rise in the number  

of dwellings per hectare, as local 

governments seek to ease the costs  

of providing infrastructure and developers 

to maximize yield. The change in average 

house size is also connected to the rising 

density of our cities. In 2006, 74.6 percent 

of Australians lived in detached houses,  

but by 2011 this rate had fallen to 73.8 

percent. The move away from the detached 

suburban house is more pronounced in 

major cities, where, for example, Sydney 

has 27.6 percent of its population living  

in apartments.3

While there has been a slight fall  

in the overall size of dwellings and the 

number of people living in suburban homes, 

there has also been a reconfiguration of 

who is living there and how. Looking inside 

the house, there is growing ethnic and 

household diversity. In 2016 there were  

six million Australian families, up from  

five million in 2011, and of these, the most 

common was the couple with no children 

(37.8 percent), followed by the couple with 

dependent children under fifteen (30.6 

percent). One-parent families comprised 

close to 16 percent of households and 

there were also stepfamilies (6 percent), 

blended and gay families, as well as 

60,000 grandparent-led families.4 Such 

household diversity should call forth 

greater design variation.

The ethnic diversity of the Australian 

population should generate an array of 

house designs as well as very different 

uses for and meanings attributed to their 

internal spaces. However, it is rare to see 

into any person’s private space – beyond 

the designers who illustrate their houses  

in lifestyle magazines – let alone those from 

non-Anglo-Celtic backgrounds. University 

of Queensland PhD candidate Maram 

Shaweesh has interviewed and observed  

a Lebanese family in their relatively large 

suburban home in Sydney. Shaweesh 

details how this family chain migrated with 

many others to escape the Lebanese Civil 

War in the 1980s and ultimately purchased 

and reconfigured their home. The reworking 

ensured separate entrances for young  

men and women as well as distinct spaces 

internally where divergent activities across 

the generation and gender divides could  

be conducted. An essential element was  
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a large dining room and table to 

accommodate up to fifty extended  

family members for meals. In addition,  

the complex issue of privacy – from 

strangers and from visitors around whom 

formal behaviour was either required or  

not – meant particular arrangements of 

walls, walkways and curtains. The problem 

of strangers gazing in on the family from 

the street necessitated heavy drapes  

and the location of the family living space  

at the rear of the dwelling. In addition,  

food preparation had to take place away 

from the viewlines of male guests, again  

in separate spaces. Domestic spaces  

here have therefore become an expression 

of Lebanese Muslim culture.5

Houses offered to suburban buyers 

are expressions of a more generalized 

Australian culture. If you are of modest 

means and in the market for a new home, 

you will likely visit one of the many houses 

presented at the exhibition villages that  

dot the peripheries of our major cities. 

Alternatively, you can access the websites 

of the mass builders and designers for 

contemporary house plans. Here, further 

insights can be gained into what is desired 

and perhaps increasingly accepted  

as standard in the suburban home. 

A study of 1980s house plans  

by Kim Dovey revealed that, compared  

to the 1960s:

“The informal meals area had 

expanded into a huge informal zone  

that has … become formalised as the  

new ‘heart’ of the house … The backyard 

has been segmented and integrated  

with this new ‘heart.’ The parents’ realm  

has been enlarged, and detached from 

children and family areas. There has been 

an overall increasing segmentation of the 

house … Formally multi-functional places 

such as the kitchen and living room have 

become more mono-functional. There  

is a place for games and television, and it  

is not the living room. There are two places 

for eating and neither is in the kitchen.” 6

An examination of houses built  

by Carlisle Homes and King Homes at Point 

Cook and of plans currently offered online 

by the AusDesign database, Fairhaven 

Homes and Coral Homes indicates that 

many of these characterizations persist.  

In particular, the kitchen and associated 

spaces remain at the centre of the home, 

while the separation of children (often with 

their own play space as well as bedrooms 

and bathrooms) from parents is still a 

theme (with sometimes a third precinct, 

presumably for a live-in grandparent). The 

main bedroom suite includes enormous 

wardrobes and bathrooms. 

What has been added since the 

1980s is an outdoor living or alfresco area 

(which now takes over entirely from the 

backyard and service yard), a media/

theatre room and, for some, an “IT hub”  

or office (which is a relabelled and often 

relocated study). Another addition, which 

has not been seen in houses since the 

nineteenth century, is a butler’s pantry.  

The Home Beautiful website elaborates  

on this extension to the walk-in pantry:

1985–89 

Source: House plan adapted from original drawing  

(Kim Dovey, “Dreams on display”).
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“The secret to a pristine kitchen  

lies in a little help behind the scenes. We’ve 

embraced ‘open-plan’ as a way of life with 

combined living, dining and kitchen areas. 

But what to do when a stack of dishes start 

piling up halfway through a dinner party? 

The emerging solution is a butler’s pantry. 

This entertainer’s dream can be used to 

store appliances, prepare food and stow 

away mess mid-dinner party.” 7

While houses and households  

have become smaller and more diverse,  

the layout and use of domestic spaces 

have altered. There is now some allowance 

made for extended families. There is  

also an apparent new focus on food –  

its preparation (more elaborate than ever 

but now hidden), presentation (on gigantic 

kitchen benches) and consumption (in  

one of many possible spaces, inside and 

outside) – perhaps registering changing 

gender roles, as men enter the kitchen as 

well as do the shopping. This reconfiguring 

of domestic space indicates that the 

dream of the suburban home continues  

to be realized, but in new ways.

— Louise Johnson is Professor of Australian 

Studies at Deakin University.

 A new focus on the 

preparation, presentation 

and consumption of food  

in Australian culture can  

be read in tandem with the 

resurgence of the butler’s 

pantry in residential design. 

At Hogg and Lamb’s  

B&B Residence (2017)  

in Brisbane, the kitchen  

and its ancillary spaces  

are celebrated with a 

barrel-vaulted ceiling.
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Project

Social architecture’s capacity  

to make change is realized in Coburg 

Townhouses by Schored Projects, a 

community housing development in 

Melbourne’s north, designed for  

women in need.

Review by Nicole Kalms

Photography by Tanja Milbourne

Architect

Coburg Townhouses

Schored Projects
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Coburg Townhouses

was commissioned by

not-for-profit organization

Women’s Property Initiatives

to provide long-term

accommodation for older

single women and single

mothers with children.

The recently completed

development comprises

seven one- and two-

bedroom townhouses,

set on formerly surplus

council land alongside

the Upfield Bike Path.

Considered and

“joyfully choreographed,”

the townhouses find

security by turning inward,

rejecting the flurry of the

bike path and railway line.

 Schored Projects’ 

diagrams illustrate their 

hybrid approach to the 

project’s shared spaces;  

a driveway doubles as  

a productive gardening  

space, for instance.

Community housing such as Coburg Townhouses  

by Schored Projects is an often contested variant  

of traditional, government-led social housing models. 

Some argue that the divestment of public housing 

accountability into the community sector is the thin 

edge of the wedge and yet one has to wonder why  

this approach has thrived in countries like Denmark, 

Sweden and the Netherlands. Australian examples  

of community housing have certainly struggled  

in a less supported system but longer-term visions 

must be debated and refined. 

There is no question that among the many 

diverse people who require social housing, women  

are becoming the most visible group. Women’s 

homelessness is growing at a faster rate than men’s. 

Women and their children may find themselves living 

precariously in supported homeless accommodation, 

with a friend, in a boarding house or in overcrowded 

housing. All of these contexts define a form  

of homelessness. 

For Australian women homelessness  

is a systemic issue and reflects entrenched forms  

of gender-based violence and discrimination that 

leave women vulnerable to poverty. The number  

of women fleeing domestic violence situations  

is overwhelming: one in every two women with children 

approaching homeless services is escaping violence. 

Couple that with recent research documenting  

how a third of women over the age of sixty are living  

in permanent income poverty and the material effects 

of gender inequity are deplorable. Affordable housing 

for low-income women needs substantial investment.  

And quickly. 

Melbourne’s Schored Projects has taken  

up this challenge and established a reputation for 

gender-sensitive design. Its Coburg Townhouses was 

commissioned by not-for-profit organization Women’s 

Property Initiatives (WPI). This recently completed 

medium-density development provides long-term 

accommodation both for older single women and  

for single mothers with children.

WPI secured the surplus land from Moreland City 

Council with philanthropic funding. Empathetic local 

planners were able to think outside the constraints  

of restrictive building codes to approve seven double-

storey townhouses. Schored Projects worked closely 

with Hutchinson Builders and alongside contractors 

and consultants – many of whom offered their services 

pro bono or for reduced fees – to ensure the delivery 

of this important project. 

The director of Schored Projects – Sophie 

Dyring – cut her teeth in partnership with Graeme  

Gunn as Gunn Dyring Architecture and Urban Design.  

Now with four years under her belt as Schored Projects, 

Dyring is determined to provide high-quality secure 

and safe homes for those who most need them. 

Working across various architectural housing types 

and mining her qualifications as both an architect  

and a landscape architect, Dyring reminds us of  

the capacity for social architecture to make change.

In the Coburg project this manifests in the  

way the design response addresses both the pragmatic 

and the emotional needs of women and their children. 

Schored Projects provides a space that is liveable  

and adaptable but also a source of pride. 

Adjacent to the Upfield Bike Path, the project 

rejects the flurry of the thoroughfare and instead finds 

security by turning inward. A masonry base is carefully 

composed with a joyfully choreographed and 

lightweight first-floor structure. A series of laser-cut 

punctuations enlivens the Coburg corner. Exaggerated 

suburban signifiers – think picket fence and vertical 

window screens – speak perhaps to the fakery  

of domestic bliss but simultaneously take up the  

need to celebrate “home,” especially when tenants are 

overcoming the trauma of homelessness and insecurity.
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Ground floor plan  
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Level one floor plan  
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East elevation  
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 The internal spaces  

are adaptable and a source 

of pride for the residents, 

designed to address  

“both the pragmatic and  

the emotional needs of 

women and their children.”
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 Unexpected design 

forays – neat timber details, 

high-quality fittings and  

a cathedral ceiling in the 

bedroom – defy the project’s 

small budget and define 

each townhouse as a home.

 The picket fence,  

a ubiquitous suburban 

signifier, celebrates “home” 

with its exaggerated form.

Architect and landscape architect Schored Projects; Project team Sophie Dyring, Catherine Ranger, 

Marcella Palma; Builder Hutchinson Builders; Planning consultant Beveridge Williams; Acoustics consultant 

Arup; Building surveyor Reddo; Structural and civil engineer Enrik Macgregor

Externally, Schored Projects maximizes all 

shared space with a hybrid approach: a driveway 

that is simultaneously a productive gardening 

space, area’s that combine for children’s play,  

a car space able to transform into an external 

dining area. These interludes make for moments 

of connection and transformation.

Internally, the townhouses are 10 percent 

larger than an average Melbourne pad. It is 

nothing short of miraculous that within the small 

budget available, Schored Projects has provided 

so many small luxuries that smooth the domestic 

drudgery often handed to women. High-quality 

kitchen and bathroom fittings, neat timber 

details, a pendant light for dining, an unexpected 

cathedral ceiling in the bedroom – these design 

forays all hold tight to the necessary comforts 

that define each townhouse as a home. 

For Dyring the benefits of the community 

housing model go beyond the opportunity to work 

with excellent and innovative clients such as WPI. 

There is a commitment to quality buildings driven 

by the fact that not-for-profit organizations 

maintain their properties and therefore have a 

vested interest in excellent design and topnotch 

building. Yes, yield is a major factor, but the quality 

of the dwelling experience is paramount.

Perhaps it is a coincidence – although  

I doubt it – that the Schored Projects team  

is made up entirely of women. In the political 

climate of architectural practice, championing 

gender politics has emerged as a deal-breaker. 

Certainly gender equity organization Parlour  

is the oracle (both locally and internationally) 

that now gives voice and advocacy to gender 

issues within the profession, but observing a 

practice facing and challenging these issues 

provides motivation and inspiration to many 

female practitioners wondering why? And how?

The flow-on effects of addressing  

gender equity within the profession cannot  

be underestimated. We know that the impact 

goes far beyond practice itself. And Dyring  

is a shining example: when women have 

leadership and flexibility within the profession, 

this impacts the lives of all women. The very 

materiality of living begins to shift. Not only  

do we retain more women in the profession,  

but we start to notice examples of architecture 

made for women, we start to understand the 

positive impact of gender-sensitive architecture 

and we start to see how women leading design 

agendas shape social space to benefit us all. 

Who knew?

For WPI and for Schored Projects,  

the goal is to change the future for women 

facing homelessness by providing permanent 

and affordable homes as well as access  

to support networks and ongoing advocacy. 

Post-occupancy feedback from the tenants  

of the Coburg Townhouses suggests that their 

new homes allow them to feel secure, to move 

through the trauma of homelessness and think 

about their future. They are living with dignity 

and independence and with connection  

to their community. Schored Projects’ Coburg 

Townhouses buoys optimism and sets a new 

benchmark for community housing for women.

— Nicole Kalms is a senior lecturer in the Faculty of Art, 

Design and Architecture at Monash University. She is the founding 

director of the XYX Lab, conducting national and international 

research into place and gender.
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A permanent residence for ten 

adults with disabilities, this group 

home in Sydney by Candalepas 

Associates demonstrates how  

a building designed specifically  

for group housing balances 

independence and care.

Review by Casey Bryant

Photography by Brett Boardman

Architect

Estia House

Candalepas Associates
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With a philosophy

that prioritizes people

at its crux, Estia House

is clear and thoughtful

in its planning, fostering

a community underpinned

by socially inclusive care

and independence.

The building’s facade

is an elegant composition

of concrete and splayed

brick, with generous

windows overlooking

the numerous courtyards

and gardens.

 The architecture of Estia 

House makes no suggestion 

that its residents should  

be housed differently – it  

is a space for them to live 

beyond their disabilities, 

where good domestic design 

elements are deployed.

Estia House by Candalepas Associates is a group 

home – a new model of care facility where people  

with intellectual and physical disabilities live together  

in a permanent environment. Group homes are 

increasing in favour over short-term respite care,  

due in part to the independence and sense of worth 

fostered in residents. People not normally able to live 

alone can create their own sense of home, live among 

constant neighbours and flourish within a system  

of socially inclusive care that prioritizes participation 

and self-sufficiency.

Group homes provide each resident with their 

own room, furnished with their belongings. Everyone 

moves around the house as they please and social 

interaction is encouraged by gathering for meals  

and activities. The care is passive and residents 

choose how they fill their time with activities such  

as cooking, gardening or reading. The aim is for people 

who normally require constant attention, and for whom 

privacy may be an issue, to enjoy individuality, a sense 

of achievement and a low-stress environment within 

which many of their ailments become less acute.

This innovative policy, created by experienced 

and mindful caregivers, is being bolstered by funding 

from the recent National Disability Insurance Scheme. 

Traditionally, group homes have been conversions  

of suburban houses and have not yet become  

a recognized “type” of architecture. However, this 

project shows how a building designed specifically  

for this new policy can create a wonderful and healing 

place to live.

Located in Gladesville, Sydney, Estia House  

is a permanent home for ten adults with disabilities 

such as Down syndrome, cerebral palsy and severe 

autism spectrum disorder. There is a permanent 

support staff, of whom at least three are usually on  

site. Each resident has their own room and most go  

to day work programs, for which the house provides 

packed lunches and personal transport. The staff 

organize beach trips, picnics, arts and crafts and 

movie nights. They also organize healthcare – visits  

to specialists and regular appointments such as 

dental. Family and friends are welcome to visit.

Estia House is clear and thoughtful  

in its planning. On the ground floor is a central  

living and dining room, off which is a small kitchen.  

This is the heart of the house – a space for sharing 

meals, learning to cook, playing games, watching TV  

or drawing. It is wonderfully lit by an elegant facade  

of splayed brick and dappled glazing that opens 

northward to a sunny courtyard and garden. To the 

south, a main corridor is lit by a tall, south-facing 

garden and feeds quickly into offices, services  

and circulation and outside to the front entry and  

the church next door. The corridor is wide so friends 

can stop and chat, wheelchairs can pass by without 

fuss and everyone can easily be seen.

Upstairs, two floors of five bedrooms  

each benefit from a northern aspect and the same 

articulated brick and concrete facade. Each room is 

simple and practical and thus flexible to suit each 

resident’s lifestyle. For example, in one room the wide 

entry is a space for art – a private painting wall for 

works the owner wishes to perfect before sharing. In 

another the entry space houses a sofa and small table 

– perfect for that person’s family to visit and have  

long chats over tea.

The main corridor is repeated on each of the 

floors, acting as access to the rooms. But beyond this 

simple role, the corridors and their large windows are 

crucial in the operation of this building and aid the staff 

in caring for those who live here. The staff offices – 

discrete from the corridor so as not to intrude – all look 

obliquely through the open garden and down the length 
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Estia House

Key

1 Entry 

2 Basement car park entry 

3 Reception 

4 Office 

5 Landscaped courtyard 

6 Dining 

7 Shared living room 

8 Kitchen 

9 Communal courtyard 

10 Meeting room 

11 Resident bedroom 

12 Laundry 

13 Hydrotherapy room

Level one floor plan  

1:300

Sections 

1:300

 Lit by tall, south-facing 

windows, the main corridor 

is repeated on all three floors 

and is crucial to the role of 

staff in caring for the people 

who live at Estia House. 

Kitchenettes and furniture  

in the corridors offer places 

for retreat or connection.

Ground floor plan  

1:300
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 Each resident has  

their own room that is simple, 

practical and malleable to 

suit their individual lifestyle.

of each corridor. From here, staff can quickly respond  

if someone is upset or if an issue might be brewing. 

The corridor is also a place of retreat if an activity,  

or another personality, becomes overwhelming. Small 

kitchenettes, collections of furniture and the generous 

windows viewing the suburbs beyond make these 

places appealing to visit.

Finally, the corridor helps to destigmatize  

the overt care facilities of this building. Its openness 

encourages residents to visit the laundry to do their 

own washing or take themselves to a session in the 

hydrotherapy room. The planning of spaces allows the 

residents control of their own lives, while giving staff 

the watchful eye required to adequately care for them.

When asked if this building is a new type  

of care architecture, architect Angelo Candalepas  

says that his design process deliberately ignores 

established typologies. He sees this as no different 

from his other buildings – be they apartments, houses 

or schools. “People are the only important thing,”  

he says. “Light and the plan” are his tools to design 

space for any function. It is clear then why this building 

is so successful – the philosophy of a group home is 

also the prioritization of people. The community builds 

personal resilience and uses it as a tool for caring.

However, designing for a specific group of 

people requires accommodating their specific needs.  

A group home is not simply a converted house;  

it requires a heightened level of observation, safety  

and accessibility for a disabled resident. There are 

elements dangerous to the residents, such as the 

kitchen, that most care facilities deem off limits.  

Herein lies the dilemma – how to balance independence 

and care. It would be irresponsible not to take people’s 

disabilities into account when planning for their safety, 

but excessive control ruins their freedom and often 

exacerbates their conditions.

Estia House solves this dilemma with clever 

elements inspired by good domestic design. Right 

outside the commercial kitchen – which is off limits 

without supervision – there is a large island bench 

where residents can be involved in cooking without 

exposure to danger. At this bench they help pack 

lunches, wash up dishes and set the table. One 

resident is learning to cook a traditional family recipe. 

Everyone enjoys these times and a roster is made  

to ensure everyone gets a go. Similar to the kitchen, 

the numerous gardens are visible from anywhere  

in the building and so can be used at any time –  

not only during allotted “outdoors time.” These  

are common traits of well-designed homes.

It is no surprise then that when you visit  

Estia House, you quickly feel welcomed in a homelike 

environment. Residents and staff are proud of their 

building. They enjoy light and ventilation and feel  

that their home is the same as anyone else’s. The 

architecture creates no suggestion that the people 

who live here are different or that they should be 

housed differently. It is a home for people who  

cannot make their own home – a space for them  

to live beyond their disabilities.

So successful has this building been that its 

operators have commissioned Candalepas Associates 

to design another that will follow the same model. While 

some locals were hesitant about people with disabilities 

living in their neighbourhood, the outcomes of Estia 

House were used as evidence for the success of such  

a community. Candalepas Associates may not be 

forming a new typology, but its architecture is enabling 

and inspiring a new approach to housing – and caring –  

for people in need. 

— Casey Bryant is a director of Sydney-based emerging  

practice Trias.

Architect Candalepas Associates; Project team Angelo Candalepas, Adrian Curtin, Alex Dircks,  

Louis Faucheux, Eugene Soler; Builder Citi Building; Structural engineer Australian Consulting  

Engineers; Hydraulic and fire engineer Niven Donnelly and Partners; Accessibility consultant  

Morris Goding Access Consulting; Electrical and mechanical engineer Engineering Partners
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Nigel Bertram and Catherine Murphy, of the  

Urban Laboratory at Monash Art Design and 

Architecture, are working with Housing Choices 

Australia to develop new spatial and experiential 

housing typologies for ageing in place. Their design project, presented 

here, draws on common design principles from international case 

studies of best practice and applies them to a low-rise apartment 

building in Melbourne’s western suburbs.  

The Space of Ageing

Essay by Nigel Bertram  

and Catherine Murphy

Existing and new dwellings can be  

more creatively designed and modified  

to adapt to people’s changing needs  

and circumstances. This is particularly 

important for less able people such  

as the elderly and others who have had 

accidents or are suffering from ill health. 

How to do this has been the  

focus of some recent design studies  

in the Urban Laboratory at Monash Art 

Design and Architecture (MADA) – one  

with the Transport Accident Commission  

in considering retrofitting housing for  

car accident victims, and another with 

community housing provider Housing 

Choices Australia, where we have been 

designing housing for ageing in place. 

There are two discrete discourses 

informing the field of accessible 

architecture – a qualitative design 

discourse and an accessibility/functionality 

discourse, which are mostly unrelated.  

For example, there is substantial literature 

about universal design and making 

dwellings more accessible, but little 

understanding about how these functional 

moves relate to broader ideas and 

ambitions of improved ways of living  

and interacting in quality urban 

environments. At the same time, there  

is a range of sophisticated architectural 

publications covering a myriad of aspects 

of contemporary living and urban concerns, 

but these rarely address issues of universal 

access or regimes of care in any depth. 

The vast majority of literature and 

regulation that has arisen in response to 

issues of accessibility, or catering for people 

who require living assistance, is functionally 

driven, “top-down” and prescriptive, often  

in the form of manuals or codes; these 

provide instructions on such essential  

but prosaic issues such as how to achieve  

a flush threshold into a shower cubicle or 

the dimensions of an adequate wheelchair 

turning circle clearance leading to a 

bedroom door. There is little mention  

of qualitative, atmospheric or participatory 

attributes of the built environment, nor  

the provision of relevant methods or 

techniques for achieving environmental 

attributes such as surprise or delight. 

Unfortunately, compliance with most 

regulations does not guarantee quality  

or come close to delivering what has  

been described as a “dignity-enabling” 

environment with its seven necessary 

conditions, ranging from self-expression  

to control and flexibility.1 This need to 

improve accessibility can be viewed  

as an opportunity to develop new spatial  

and experiential typologies, rather than 
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simply as a utilitarian afterthought that 

often comes at the expense of design 

integrity or the overall quality of the  

built environment. 

In pursuing this potential, we have 

been looking at architectural case studies 

of best practice from around the world  

and drawing out common design principles. 

These have been applied to a real project:  

a low-rise apartment building on a typical 

deep suburban block in Melbourne’s 

western suburbs. Redeveloping the site with 

Housing Choices Australia, we are exploring 

how to increase the density to eight fully 

accessible dwellings, with the development 

making other positive contributions to its 

street. The design shown here is an early 

iteration, which has since undergone some 

modifications as part of a current town 

planning permit application and a modified 

design is planned to be built as a prototype 

in the near future. 

Opportunities to interact

Older residents may have reduced mobility 

and may spend longer periods of time at 

home for a variety of reasons, and therefore 

are at risk of isolation with all its associated 

problems – a key design aim, then, of the 

building and the outside area is to integrate 

opportunities for interactions to occur.  

The car parking is situated at the front  

of the property and designed as a shared, 

multi-use, landscaped space, with seating 

provided to allow lingering en route. 

Orientated to a northerly aspect, it benefits 

from daily sunlight, encouraging residents 

to occupy it for longer periods of time  

while interacting with neighbours and 

passers-by. Reducing car-dominated 

surfaces, for example by providing access 

ways to parking areas deep within the  

site, we were able to increase the project’s 

permeable ground coverage, peripheral 

deep root zones for mature trees and 

natural shading, with all the attendant 

community health benefits.

Elsewhere, semipublic interstitial 

spaces are knitted throughout the 

development to provide opportunities  

for neighbourly interaction. A communal 

patio is located outside the main entrance, 

containing a few small infrastructure items 

such as a potting shed, a compost bin and 

a long, low seat that doubles as a garden 

wall. Ground-floor apartments have small 

entry patios with enough space to sit  

and store mobility equipment. They are 

demarcated with raised planter boxes and 

low decorative gates rather than fencing. 

Similar to a verandah, they maintain visual 

links to public areas, allowing residents  

46 m
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55 m

Good-sized private  

outdoor space

Big outdoor rooms

Space for deep mature tree  

roots around periphery of site

Views to street

Well-landscaped multi-use car parking 

area located at front of site

Activated street front

Flexible apartments at Gertrude Street, St Albans, axonometric view from north-west
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Gertrude Street, St Albans, internal layouts and flexibility 
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0 5

Gertrude Street, St Albans, landscape and shared space 

Axonometric, not to scale

Gertrude Street, St Albans, regulations section diagram 

Not to scale

Gertrude Street, St Albans, regulations section diagram 

Not to scale

Gertrude Street, St Albans, bathrooms and wet areas 

Axonometric, not to scale
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to observe and participate from the 

comfort of their own turf, an ability  

that was important to some residents 

interviewed in the example projects  

we visited. 

For elevated apartments, large 

“porches” are designed into each naturally

lit and ventilated core landing, with 

freedom for residents to personalize these

interstitial spaces with pot plants and 

seating, as desired. Large bifold glazed 

doors allow the porches to be opened in 

warmer weather, creating covered balcony

spaces. Enough space is provided for 

equipment storage – mobility scooters, 

motorized wheelchairs, bikes or prams. 

These spaces become elevated versions  

of the ground-floor patios, providing 

opportunities for residents to socialize  

and observe the wider environment from  

a safe, secure and comfortable location 

over which they have a certain amount  

of control and ownership. In the best 

practice examples examined, facilitating  

a sense of ownership by residents of 

interstitial spaces was a key ingredient  

to their success. 

Daylight and views

The apartments are designed to have 

access to large amounts of natural daylight.

Services are located towards the core  

to avoid affecting window provision. Big 

windows, with glazing low enough to be 

visible from a seat or wheelchair, provide 

views onto outdoor spaces, communal 

areas and mature tree canopies, creating 

opportunities for visual connections to 

nature, neighbours and outdoor activities 

from the comfort of one’s home. This  

aims to enliven daily spaces, which are 

enriched by the variety and spontaneity  

of the external environment.

Furthermore, each elevated 

apartment has a large outdoor “room,” 

accessed easily from living areas via 

sliding doors and flush thresholds. Enough 

space is provided for a variety of activities 

to take place, encouraging residents to 

spend time outdoors – ironing, painting, 

reading, drying washing, gardening, playing

with grandchildren or entertaining.

Flexible spaces

Each apartment is planned to enable 

flexibility of use for the occupant and  

the housing provider, which has changing 

tenancy mix requirements. Designed as 

large open “shell” spaces, each apartment

has a fitout consisting of the bare  

facilities – cooking, bathing and washing. 

The absence of an internal fitout reduces 

predetermined, inflexible rooms, allowing 

dwellings to accommodate different needs

and changing circumstances. Apartments

are configured to a fully accessible layout 

when greater circulation is required, or 

tighter arrangements for an active young

family. Research shows that permitting 

occupants to personalize their dwellings, 

both in layout and furnishings, helps them 

establish a sense of home and belonging.

Multi-use bathrooms

Bathrooms are designed to be pleasant 

places to occupy, as some of the older 

residents are likely to spend many hours 

per day bathing and toileting, often with 

assistance and with one or more carers  

in the room. To ensure a quality space that 

is fit for a variety of uses, the bathrooms 

are considerably larger than a typical 

Australian accessible bathroom. Both the 

toilet and shower have a direct line of sight 

to the window. The shower is positioned 

separately in a large wet room, allowing  

the toilet to be used independently when 

someone is bathing, which is particularly 

important when there is more than one 

household member or visitors. Typical 

accessible bathrooms often do not provide 

space for the concealment of bulky 

personal items, which has an impact on 

occupants’ sense of privacy and dignity.  

In this design the wet room can be used as 

a storage space for concealing commodes 

and other equipment when guests visit.

In addition, the wet room is large 

enough to accommodate two attendant 

carers, a covered drying space for clothes, 

a garden potting space or a messy play 

space for children. Full-height bifold glazed 

doors let large amounts of sunlight and 

natural ventilation into the room, providing  

a pleasant, atmospheric bathing and 

multi-use space for all.

While this example focuses on  

a new multi-unit dwelling topology, the 

approaches could equally apply to other 

scales and types of housing. Some of  

these lessons could also be relevant to  

a range of situations within the city: for 

example, publicly accessible bathrooms, 

which, because of their generous size,  

are also often used by parents with  

young children. Further research is 

experimenting with how this thinking  

could be applied to suburban dwellings 

requiring small-scale modifications.

— Nigel Bertram is a director of NMBW 

Architecture Studio and Practice Professor  

of Architecture at MADA, Monash University.  

 

Catherine Murphy is a senior lecturer at MADA,  

Monash University. 

Footnote

1. A dignity-enabling environment was defined by  

Barbara Gibson et al as having access to seven  

necessary conditions: self-expression, safety and  

security, meaningful relationships, community  

and civic life, participation in school, work or leisure, 

respectful care relationships, and control and flexibility. 

See Barbara Gibson, Barbara Secker, Debbie Rolfe,  

Frank Wagner, Bob Parke and Bhavnita Mistry,  

“Disability and dignity-enabling home environments,”  

Social Science and Medicine, vol 74 issue 2, 2012,  

211–219. 

We would like to acknowledge the contribution  

of MADA researchers Holly Board and Deborah Rowe  

to this project.
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Project

Appearing as an object in the 

landscape and giving generously  

to its inner-Sydney context, Cowper 

Street Housing by Andrew Burns 

Architecture reasserts the well-

loved terrace as a relevant and 

useful housing type. 

Review by Lee Hillam

Photography by Brett Boardman

Architect

Cowper Street 

Housing

Andrew Burns 

Architecture
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Cowper Street Housing
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Cowper Street Housing’s

rose-coloured facade

references a nearby block

of social housing terraces,

while its staggered glazing

pattern and perforated

panels reinterpret their

traditional fenestration.

 The cluster of five 

three-bedroom terrace 

houses has been designed 

to accommodate almost  

any life situation now and 

into the future. 

Though the terrace house is a common and well-loved 

type of housing, it couldn’t be said to be flexible.  

There are times in your life when living in a terrace 

suits better than others. Student share house – 

fantastic. Young family with trikes, prams, schnoodles 

and disrupted sleep patterns – maybe not. Young 

professionals working in the city and coming home 

only to watch Netflix and change their suits – perfect. 

Family with teenagers – yep, great. Couple with a few 

cats and a long list of dinner party guests – fabulous. 

Anyone needing a knee reconstruction or bad at 

remembering where their glasses are – terrible. 

So many of us have lived in a terrace house  

at some time. We’ve been renovating the bejesus  

out of them for years, we’ve come up with hundreds  

of contemporary versions and we’re still not done  

with them. This is because even the traditional terrace 

does more good than harm with its efficient stacked 

planning, its comfortable medium density and its 

polite and gracious relationship with the street. The 

downsides of limited light and air and an orientation 

that is determined by the angle to the street and not  

by the points of the compass have all been dealt with 

successfully in different ways over the years. And so 

the terrace house goes on as a relevant and useful 

housing type. 

Andrew Burns Architecture has produced  

a set of five terrace houses in Sydney’s Glebe, sitting 

between the social housing and established terrace 

houses on the top of the hill and the larger apartment 

developments that surround Wentworth Park down  

in the valley. It appears as an object in the landscape 

(street), giving generously to the local context, and  

at the same time is a dramatically internal series  

of houses that draw their light from above and shield  

their openings with perforated metal screens.

Four of the five terraces are 125 square metres, 

while the fifth is slightly larger. Each has a garage 

below and a pair of roof terraces facing east and west 

on top. The staircase is located in the centre of the 

plan and capped with a north-facing pop-up roof, 

drawing light down through all the habitable levels.  

The roof terraces are served by what looks at first like  

a laundry – and it is – but with a guest toilet and a small 

fridge, it also supports these roof terraces as valid and 

workable living rooms looking over the city. There are 

three bedrooms and three bathrooms, plus the toilet 

on the rooftop. I’m always a bit sceptical about houses 

that might seem to have more toilets than bums,  

but in this case I can see the reasoning. Each room  

could almost be occupied separately, like a boarding  

house with a shared kitchen. One of the ground-floor 

bedrooms even has a wet bar in what would otherwise 

look like a walk-through wardrobe. Any of the three-

bedroom houses could also function as a studio 

apartment combined with a two-bedroom house. 

There’s a gate in the wall between two of the  

gardens, which would allow a multi-generational  

family arrangement. They don’t seem like houses  

that have been driven solely by the needs of a  

nuclear family, as so many houses are. They seem  

like the kind of houses where almost any life situation 

could be accommodated. 

The building sits opposite local hotel the  

Friend in Hand – which presides over the corner,  

as pubs should – while directly over the road,  

the siting of the terraces gives over a large wedge  

as open landscaping. The canopy of a large fig tree 

spreads into the roof terrace spaces and was clearly 

considered valuable by the council, the clients and  

the architects. So building on this part of the site was 

probably out of the question, but still, this space has 

the feeling of a public park, with a path serving each 

terrace door.

The rosy, terracotta-coloured facade directly 

references a block of social housing terraces nearby 

and the facade mimics the fenestration of these 

traditional terraces, while flattening out the elevation 

by omitting verandahs and balustrades. The windows 

and doors place themselves in the centre of rooms 

with little regard for the effect on the elevation,  

and in doing so create something that is both playful 

and austere, traditional and radically contemporary. 

The colour reflects the light differently on each  

of a very limited palette of materials, in a play  

of tones that looks deliberate and sophisticated.

In our big cities it has become normal for 

people to move many times throughout their lives, 

changing houses when the size and needs of their 

living and family arrangements require it. The problem 

with this is that only some of us can afford to do it,  

and by buying and selling real estate in this constant 

game of musical chairs we are propping up the prices 

of our housing, making it less and less affordable  

for the rest of the population. 

This development was undertaken by a family 

that has owned the land since the 1940s and is intent 

on retaining it for the future. Two of the five terrace 

houses are occupied by members of the extended 

family. As this family grows through more generations,  

I can imagine these houses coming into use by other 

family members, perhaps by young professionals  

and students, or by elders or visiting relatives from 

overseas. Andrew Burns Architecture has designed 

terrace houses with this long-term view in mind –  

who knows who they might need to accommodate 

next? But this could also be a good approach to 

housing flexibility over time – broadening the 

possibilities for when a terrace house in the inner  

city is just the right thing.

— Lee Hillam is a director of Dunn and Hillam Architects and  

a senior design advisor to the Government Architect New South Wales. 
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Cowper Street Housing

Key

1 Basement entry ramp 

2 Electrical room 

3 Bin store 

4 Garage 

5 Parking aisle 

6 Fire egress 

7 Existing fig tree 

8 Dwelling access 

 via front garden 

9 Entry hall 

10 Rear hall 

11 Bedroom 

12 Robe/wet bar 

13 Courtyard 

14 Raised garden 

15 External stair to garage 

16 Internal stair to garage 

17 Kitchen 

18 Living/dining 

19 Hall (void over) 

20 Western terrace 

21 Laundry/kitchenette 

22 Void 

23 Eastern terrace 

24 Clerestory roof 

25 Basement

Basement floor plan  

1:750
0 5 10 m

Ground floor plan  

1:750

Level one floor plan  

1:750

Level two floor plan  

1:750

West elevation

1:500
50 1 2 10 m

Section 

1:500

 Open landscaping, 

defined by an existing  

fig tree, occupies a large 

wedge of the irregular  

site and evokes the feeling 

of a public park with paths  

to each terrace door.
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Architect Andrew Burns Architecture; Project team Andrew Burns, Casey Bryant, Sean Choo;  

Structural engineer SDA Structures; Landscape architect Turf Design Studio; Hydraulic engineer 

Greenarrow; Quantity surveyor QS Plus; Town planner and heritage consultant Architectus;  

Archaeologist Casey and Lowe; Builder Scope Construction Group

 The “dramatically 

internal” houses draw their 

light from above; each has  

a staircase at the centre  

of its plan, capped with  

a north-facing pop-up roof.

 Natural light permeates 

all of the habitable levels – 

evidence of a design that 

successfully ameliorates the 

lighting constraints common 

to the terrace housing type.

 Each house has a pair  

of roof terraces supported 

by a well-equipped laundry, 

rendering them “valid and 

workable living rooms 

looking over the city.” 
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Project

Challenging the culture of  

housing in Darwin with this 

compact, climatically appropriate 

duplex for defence personnel, 

Troppo Architects has designed  

a spearhead for built advocacy, 

imbued with local identity.

Review by Joshua Morrin

Photography courtesy Troppo Architects and Defence Housing Australia

Architect

Tropology for DHA

Troppo Architects
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Troppo Architects

has mined its established

repertoire of techniques

and devices – shade

screens, layered roofs, big

eaves, compact planning

– in creating Tropology

for DHA, a duplex designed

to house defence personnel.

Located on a 667-

square-metre site in one

of Darwin’s newest suburbs,

Muirhead, the project offers

two dwellings where there

would typically be one.

In contrast to its

planned estate context,

Tropology for DHA conjures

a bird in flight thanks to its

rolling roofline of awnings

and lean-tos.

 The extended roofline 

forms a series of habitable 

areas around the building; 

stairs, day beds and 

double-height spaces  

are arranged external  

to the body of the plan.

Let me take you to Darwin. For most readers, this  
will conjure something exotic in the mind, somewhere 
between the high-vis population of a mine site and  
the delights of tropical Singapore. Darwin is “up there,” 
inhabited by a bunch of crocodiles who engage in 
hand-to-jaw combat with the frequently bearded  
and often just as fierce fisherfolk. The myths of the 
north are almost as playfully combative as the front 
pages of the NT News.

As well perhaps they should be, but this  
mostly imagined reputation belies the importance of 
Australia’s northernmost capital city. Darwin maintains 
a strategic military presence in the regional geopolitical 
positioning of Australia, the influence and importance 
of which continue to this day. With a strong military 
presence comes a large military population of transient 
service personnel and their families. This is the origin  
of Tropology for DHA by Troppo Architects. The practice 
was commissioned by Defence Housing Australia  
to design new accommodation for defence personnel  
in one of Darwin’s newest suburbs, Muirhead. 

In a way, this is where the association with  
the local context ends, for it is difficult to describe  
just how greatly Troppo’s design response – a compact, 
climatically appropriate duplex – differs from the 
prevailing market offering. This project challenges  
the culture of housing in Darwin and is testament  
to a committed client who championed the building  
of local identity into the project. As a prototype,  
it is a piece of built advocacy.

Darwin is a young city, both in respect of the 
median age of its population (the youngest capital city 
in Australia)1 and in its approach to urban development, 
and there are choices that await for a city that looks  
to become Australia’s gateway to Asia. The Territory’s 
planning framework, for example, is less well evolved 
than other jurisdictions in Australia. With a population 

of less than 150,000, Darwin is more like a sprawling 
town than a compact capital. Its population density is 
the lowest of any capital city in Australia.2 It may seem 
strange to many southerners, but the idea that there 
might be more than one dwelling on a residential lot is 
still a topic of conversation – consternation even – with 
the idea of dual occupancy on a single-dwelling-zoned, 
1,000-square-metre lot portrayed by some as a threat 
to the “Territory lifestyle.” 

In contrast, this project offers two dwellings 
where one would normally stand. It is neither expensive 
(delivered for well less than $3,000 per square metre  
in high-build-cost Darwin) nor land-intensive (at 667 
square metres, this site is an even smaller parcel than 
the community-rejected threshold for dual occupancy, 
in high-land-value Darwin). The result is energy-
efficient, compact yet spacious, affordable housing.

This project also challenges its immediate 
physical context: a planned community under design 
guidelines.3 It is situated within an everyday network  
of featureless streets with wide verges, little vegetation 
and new building stock that might have been 
transplanted from the outer suburbs of Sydney  
or Melbourne – largely rendered block with screened 
airconditioning units to the side. Perhaps the only 
discernible difference is that these buildings are 
mostly light in colour and almost exclusively have  
large, white, heat-reflective roofs with a slightly  
more pronounced eave. 

Troppo took the design guidelines and conjured 
something quite different. Its planning is thin, compact 
and reminiscent of the elevated stock that typifies 
earlier periods in Darwin’s architectural history: such 
dwellings are double-storey instead of the prevailing 
single-floor type of new planned estate Darwin. 
Troppo’s living areas are at ground level, self-shaded  
by locating sleeping areas above, the protrusion  

Tropology for DHA
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Tropology for DHA

Ground floor plan  

1:250
0 1 5 m

Level one floor plan  

1:250
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East elevation  

1:250

North elevation  

1:250

Sections  

1:250
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Tropology for DHA

Architecture Australia

 The building is lightweight 

and naturally ventilated, 

eschewing the brick-and-

block-dominated design 

common to Australia’s 

northernmost capital city.

of which on the street frontage provides cover  

for the carport below, to the blissful abrogation  

of that great destroyer of human engagement  

with the street, the garage door.

Core spaces are effectively insulated by  

a layer of space the width of the plan, and assisted  

by the typical and well-practised deployment  

of so much of the repertoire of Troppo techniques  

and devices: shade screens, layered roofs, big eaves, 

awnings, big-hat-tied-down. The extended roofline 

provides a series of habitable spaces around the 

building, the use of which might vary with the time  

of day. Stairs are located external to the body of  

the plan, as are day beds and double-height spaces,  

all exposed for maximum natural ventilation. 

The roof is the obvious (and necessary) 

architectural statement. Troppo describes it as  

a “big hat,” but I think the response is more elegant  

than that. In another challenge, this time to the 

preponderance of heavy-eaved buildings in Darwin, 

here is the sense of a bird in flight. I am reminded  

of the black kites that float above the Nightcliff  

and Casuarina foreshores, the flicking feathers  

at the tips of their wings mimicked in the various 

awnings and lean-tos of the rolling roofline.

With the aesthetic comes another challenge:  

a departure from brick-and-block-dominated Darwin, 

whose building psychology has not yet fully recovered 

from Cyclone Tracy. This project is all lightweight  

from the outside – it might be a tent, or a bivouac,  

the slender black supports not columns, but guy ropes.

It feels temporary, even though it is not. 

Even in the naming of this project there is a 

challenge. According to the developer, it is the “Asche 

Duplex.” Troppo, on the other hand, has ascribed the 

title “Tropology for DHA.” Tropology is a figurative term,

perhaps the least expected of approaches for a client

such as Defence. It is an unorthodox association,  

yet here perhaps is the lesson: in opening ourselves  

to challenge – to the new, the unfamiliar, even the 

uncomfortable – our minds can be turned, perhaps  

not to what we want, but what we need.

One of my measures for the quality of a work 

is its capacity to change and shape culture. To the 

“Territory lifestyle” this prototype for living is no threat, 

but rather a hint at its salvation. But like any saving 

work, it must be accepted to achieve its full promise.

— Joshua Morrin is Executive Director, NSW of the Australian 

Institute of Architects and lived in Darwin from 2015 to 2016. The views 

expressed in this project review are his own. 

Footnotes

1. The Australian Bureau  

of Statistics, “3235.0 – 

Population by Age and Sex, 

Regions of Australia, 2016,” 

28 August 2017, abs.gov.au/

ausstats/abs@.nsf/

mf/3235.0 

2. Population Australia 

website, “Darwin Population 

2018,” population.net.au/

darwin-population/ 

3. Defence Housing 

Australia, “Breezes 

Muirhead: Design Guidelines 

2016,” breezesmuirhead.

com.au/sites/default/files/

page/downloads/

Breezes%20Muirhead%20

Design%20Guidelines.pdf

Architect Troppo Architects; Project team Phil Harris, Jo Best, Ryan Horsnell; Builder PTM Group; Certifier 

Tecon Australia; Surveyor Earl James Associates; Energy assessor ABS Ratings; Engineer JWS Consultants; 

Planning consultant Northern Planning Consultants
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Industry Insights

Eco-friendly Big Ass Fans ‘the right match’  

for Brisbane’s Mount Alvernia College

As the importance of energy efficiency 

continues to increase in contemporary 

building practice, architects and engineers 

seek ways to reduce the reliance  

on airconditioning in favour of cooling 

methods that provide better airflow  

and lower monthly bills. Since 2008,  

Big Ass Fans has helped Australian  

design professionals create healthy 

environments that meet clients’ comfort  

and sustainability goals. The award-

winning fans make a person feel up to  

6°C cooler and transform environments 

both with and without airconditioning. 

Students and staff at Mount Alvernia 

College in Brisbane know the difference 

Haiku fans can make. Officials at the 

secondary school sought a way to cool 

their students that would allow the doors  

to be kept open, with fresh air circulating 

throughout the classrooms. 

On the suggestion of the firm 

M3architecture, nearly two hundred  

Haiku fans were installed throughout  

the campus. Each classroom can adjust  

its fans individually and because sliding 

glass doors are often open, the comfort 

comes at considerable savings compared  

to airconditioning. 

Jeffrey Briant of M3architecture explains, 

“Haiku fans provided the right match of 

design, finish and scale to complement  

the new classrooms, laboratories and 

offices for the college. Their presence  

is subtle and delightful and not visually 

bulky or imposing. Haiku feels at home 

within all of the rooms.” 

In environments that demand 

airconditioning, Haiku and other fans  

by Big Ass Fans can help by circulating  

the air effectively, allowing the thermostat 

temperature to be set higher. This 

significantly reduces HVAC energy use. 

Fans from Big Ass Fans make projects 

more eco-friendly, minimize ductwork  

and reduce construction costs – without 

sacrificing comfort. Working with Big Ass 

Fans means working with a dedicated  

team of experts in engineering, installation 

and design who are ready to assist at every 

step of the way. 

For more information and specifications 

bigassfans.com/au/aedownloads
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At Mount Alvernia College in Brisbane, designed by M3architecture, nearly two  

hundred Haiku smart ceiling fans by Big Ass Fans are used throughout the school.

Haiku fans allow the external classroom doors to be kept open, encouraging  

natural ventilation while also fostering a connection to the outdoors.
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The first chevron timber floor with  

easy-click installation by Quick-Step 

A pattern that once graced the most 

luxurious palaces and manor homes  

is making a major comeback. Premium 

Floors has introduced Quick-Step’s  

new timber range Intenso: real wood  

in a beautiful herringbone design, 

handcrafted in five luxurious colours.  

The floors are prefinished with the highest 

quality European lacquer and feature 

Quick-Step’s signature durability warranty. 

Intenso gives projects a timeless look that 

conveys class and elegance, but works  

just as well in a contemporary setting. 

Unlike traditional, glued-down chevron 

flooring, the Quick-Step Intenso range 

comes in a plank format and is installed 

with the Uniclic® system. This ensures  

the very strongest connection and much 

faster plank installation.

Moreover, this range of premium engineered

timber flooring comes prefinished: sanded,

sealed and ready to click or glue into place. 

After the installation is complete, the floor  

is ready for immediate use.

The team at Premium Floors are experts  

in their field, ready to offer designers and 

specifiers advice and guidance in selecting 

the right flooring for the job. 

For more information  

or to order a free sample visit 

specifier.premiumfloors.com.au

Handcrafted and prefinished with the highest quality European lacquer, Quick-Step Intenso is supplied in a plank  

format, ready to click or glue into a beautiful herringbone design. Here, Quick-Step Intenso in Chevy Oak Extra  

Matt imbues a contemporary living space with timeless elegance.

Quick-Step Intenso in Merino Grey Oak Extra Matt, one  

of five luxurious colours in the new timber flooring range, 

creates a sense of dynamism.
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Award-winning Kaynemaile Armour animates 

streetscapes in Australia and the USA
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At the heart of the new Playa Vista development in Los Angeles, Kaynemaile Armour has been crafted  

into a thirty-metre-tall kinetic installation, designed through a collaborative process between Kaynemaile, 

American artist Ned Kahn and the project architects Johnson Fain.

The installation takes advantage of a wind channel from  

the nearby Pacific Ocean that mobilizes the ribbons of 

Kaynemaile Armour, evoking billowing fabric.

At Kaynemaile we reimagined two-

thousand-year-old chain mail into  

a unique polycarbonate architectural  

mesh called Kaynemaile Armour – 

manufactured with our own patented, 

award-winning technology.

Kaynemaile Armour is specified around  

the world for exterior facade screens.  

The material’s unique properties reduce 

light energy transmission by up to 75 

percent – giving designers and users  

great control over passive solar heat  

gain to the building envelope.

Kaynemaile Armour is lightweight and 

doesn’t need the same level of fixings  

or substructure as traditional metal mesh 

products. Our screens are fast and efficient 

to install, which means a reduction in the 

construction program and project budget. 

Our most recent Australian project, on the 

Agostino Group building in Adelaide, saw  

a fifty-four-by-eighteen-metre screen  

lifted and fixed off in one day. We can make

our screens any height or width without 

joins – we are the only manufacturer in the

world that can do this.

Kaynemaile is not just a manufacturer;  

we work collaboratively with architects  

and designers to ensure that each  

concept works. 

In 2015 Kaynemaile worked with  

American artist Ned Kahn on a unique 

kinetic installation as part of the new  

Playa Vista development in Los Angeles. 

The thirty-metre-tall kinetic installation 

wraps itself around the parking complex 

facade, connecting the streetscape  

to the various access points and the  

upper floors of the surrounding buildings.  

The kinetic installation is named Enagua  

after the Latin-American garment that 

gives volume and fullness underneath  

a dress. The rippling Kaynemaile Armour 

ribbons resemble billowing fabric.

The design of the installation evolved 

through extensive collaboration between 

Kaynemaile, Ned Kahn and his team  

and the project architects Johnson Fain  

of Los Angeles – a unique concept that 

Kaynemaile is proud to have realized. 

For more information 

kaynemaile.com
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Discussion

Despite significant changes in 

Australia’s physical and social fabric  

in the seventy years since the RVIA 

Small Homes Service’s conception, 

Robin Boyd’s resolve to do “better 

with less” remains as relevant today. Rory Hyde evaluates 

the service’s legacy and its potential application to 

today’s increasingly diffused cities.

What Would Boyd Do?  

A Small Homes Service  

for Today

Essay by Rory Hyde

The RVIA Small Homes Service (SHS), 

established in 1947 with Robin Boyd  

as its first director, sought to popularize 

the modern home and make it available  

to a broad public. Catering to the rapidly 

expanding suburbs of the postwar boom,  

a time when building materials were scarce 

and the size of homes was prescribed,  

the SHS showed how good design could 

creatively overcome these constraints. 

Boyd set up the SHS within  

the building of the State Electricity 

Commission of Victoria at 238 Flinders 

Street, Melbourne, where he managed  

a small team of architects and draftspeople. 

Each week, they would produce a design 

for a modern home, which would be 

published in The Age newspaper alongside 

a column by Boyd advocating for modern 

design and the new ways of living it  

enabled. The designs were characterized  

by an economic use of space, good solar 

orientation and maximized living space,  

and made use of the whole suburban block 

as a total environment. Small details, such 

as having separate rooms for the shower 

and toilet, allowed the bathroom to become 

more flexible. In essence, it was about 

“doing a lot better with less.”1 Plans and 

specifications of these houses could  

be bought direct from the service for the 

modest fee of five pounds, ready to be  

built by a local builder on a plot in the new 

subdivisions. It had an immense positive 

impact, with some 5,000 homes built 

directly from SHS plans, an estimated  

15 percent of homes in Victoria at the  

time,2 and placed the idea of good design  

in the public consciousness. 

But toward the end of his life  

Boyd could already see the deleterious 

effect suburban sprawl was having on  

the physical and social fabric of the city.  

He turned away from the freestanding 

private villa and instead advocated for  

new medium-density typologies. Writing  

in 1971, only months before his untimely 

death aged fifty-two, he asked, “Is it just 

that the Australian public clings to its 

depressing little boxes because it knows  

no better, has seen no better design?”3 

Boyd’s warnings went unheeded and the 

suburbs continue to extend further towards 

the horizon today. Meanwhile, the practice 

of architecture has all but abandoned the 

suburbs, instead hitching its wagon to the 

boutique luxury apartment market of the 

inner ring. Could these issues be addressed 

with a new Small Homes Service for today? 

What would such a program look like? And  

if he were here now, what would Boyd do? 

I believe he would start by first 

defining the problem. Because while the 

challenge to provide adequate and suitable 

housing for all remains the same, the 

particular pressures of today have led this 

challenge to take a unique form. There are 

more of us than ever and yet fewer people 

are living together. Young people can’t get 

on the property ladder, while empty-nesters 

aren’t downsizing. The city continues to 

expand, yet most of the new jobs are in the 

centre. More women are in the workforce, 

but men aren’t leaving it, or making up the 

difference at home. Traffic is getting worse, 

yet we build more roads, not rails. The 

ageing population needs to be cared for, 

while public services are under pressure. 

Essentially, the temporal, social and 

economic structure of work and family  

life is being stretched to breaking point,  

an issue compounded by the increasingly 

diffuse spatial structure of the city. Or put 

another way, we want the suburbs, but the 

suburbs aren’t looking after us. They are  

a twentieth-century typology that no longer 

fits twenty-first-century life.

And yet the suburbs are what we’ve 

got. Australia is overwhelmingly a suburban 

nation, with an estimated 86 percent of 

 Initially a collaborative 

endeavour between The  

Age newspaper and the 

Royal Victorian Institute  

of Architects, the Small 

Homes Service sought  

to make well-designed 

modern homes accessible  

to a broader public.
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 Designed by  

David Barr Architects,  

the Gen Y Demonstration 

Housing Project (2016) in 

Perth’s White Gum Valley  

is a prototype for a 

connected neighbourhood.

 The Moriyama House 

(2005) in Tokyo, designed  

by Ryue Nishizawa, 

deconstructs the home  

into small blocks, allowing 

for unconventional family 

types and adaptation  

for different uses.

 A speculative project  

by Other Architects, the 

Offset House proposes to 

densify existing suburban 

houses by subdividing  

them internally, and turning 

private backyards into  

a shared space.

 Model of Atelier 

Bow-Wow’s home and  

office (2005) in Tokyo,  

which is a gradient of 

publicness, from the studio 

located on the lower floors  

to the apartment above.

 Folded booklet of house 

plans prepared by the  

Small Homes Service New 

South Wales, conducted  

by the Royal Australian 

Institute of Architects (New 

South Wales chapter) in 

conjunction with Australian 

Home Beautiful at David 

Jones, Sydney.
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people living in suburban areas.4 These 

areas are dependent on cars, poorly served 

by public infrastructure and services and 

plagued by traffic. But rather than decrying 

the suburbs as unsustainable burdens  

that will drag us all under,5 the challenge  

for the coming decades will be to retrofit 

these suburbs to become socially, 

environmentally and economically 

supportive places in their own right. 

A new Small Homes Service  

would not be designing new homes to 

address this challenge. It would be geared 

toward adapting the existing housing stock 

to suit the needs of today and creating  

new opportunities to share space and 

resources – a Small Homes Adaptability 

Service. The suburbs are ripe for this kind 

of transformation. They are composed  

of many freehold titles, enabling owners  

to proceed independently rather than 

waiting for any top-down coordination. 

They have plenty of underused space:  

front yards, backyards, broad streets, 

verges, crossovers, garages and spare 

rooms. And perhaps most importantly,  

they have always been about freedom  

to experiment, to be transformed from  

the bottom up in incremental ways. 

The kinds of transformation this 

Small Homes Adaptability Service would 

initiate would focus on energy, production, 

caring, creativity, sharing and conviviality.  

It would endeavour to create places that 

are self-supporting and productive, rather 

than merely places to sleep between 

commutes. It would adapt and join adjacent 

triple garages into co-working spaces and 

workshops, shared by the entire block,  

to support decentralized working. It would 

install solar panels and link up existing  

ones to create local energy smart grids,  

for charging cars and reducing bills. It 

would adapt front rooms for childcare  

and social clubs for the elderly, providing 

space and structure for the informal 

systems of care that already operate.  

It would redesign existing dwellings to 

accommodate different family types and 

uses, such as adding a separate entrance 

and kitchenette to a larger home to  

allow a student to cohabit with an elderly 

owner in relative peace, or adding a  

level to accommodate a growing family. 

Lightweight digital services could be 

introduced to facilitate sharing of tools, 

cars, books and time among neighbours. 

The simplest intervention might be to knock 

down a fence between dwellings, creating  

a new semipublic realm of shared facilities,  

from swimming pools to basketball hoops. 

How might the logic of the original 

SHS be applied to achieve this? Boyd would 

have used his considerable profile to 

initiate a broad public conversation  

on the state of our homes and our lives. 

(Although, with The Age no longer the 

platform it once was, he would more likely 

be hosting The Block.) With this positive 

cultural program underway, he would have 

made the tools for this transformation 

easily available and affordable. Today that 

would mean embracing the open-source 

movement to put power into the hands of 

individuals, changing the city through their

accumulated efforts. Finally, he would  

have set an example himself by moving to 

the suburbs and building a demonstration 

project for his own family. Today this role 

could be taken up by local government in 

partnership with the universities, offering  

a 1:1 vision that’s easily communicable, 

exciting and beautiful. 

This all sounds straightforward 

enough, but it amounts to a complete 

recasting of the role of the architect today.

If a typical residential architect does ten 

projects a year, what would a practice  

look like that could do ten projects a day?  

To use medicine as an analogy, the Small 

Homes Adaptability Service would recast 

the architect as a family GP, providing 

minimal service over a long period of time, 

writing prescriptions and providing advice, 

connected to a neighbourhood and the 

people in it. In this way architects could 

reclaim public trust by demonstrating  

our responsibility to the city rather than  

to our portfolios. 

What kind of city does this set  

of prescriptions add up to? I imagine it  

to be more like Tokyo than Templestowe. 

High-density, low-rise, multifunctional, 

green, vibrant and well connected. With 

Melbourne’s population expected to  

double by 2031 and the population of 

Victoria to hit ten million by the 2050s,6  

we could do worse than aim for this  

most charming of megacities. The Small 

Homes Adaptability Service would work  

to accommodate this growth within the 

existing urban boundary, densifying  

places to live and decentralizing places  

to work, improving the quality of life for all 

Melburnians. I’m sure Boyd would approve.

— Rory Hyde is curator of contemporary 

architecture and urbanism at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum, adjunct senior research fellow at the University  

of Melbourne and design advocate for the Mayor of London.  

Footnotes

1. Philip Goad, presentation at “What Would Boyd Do?  

Small Homes Service for Today” event, chaired by Rory Hyde, 

MPavilion, 15 October 2017. 

2. Geoffrey Serle, Robin Boyd: A Life (Carlton: Melbourne 

University Press, 1991), 92. 

3. Robin Boyd in Ian McKay, Robin Boyd et al. (eds),  

Living and Partly Living: Housing in Australia (Thomas 

Nelson, 1971), 8. 

4. David Gordon, “Is Australia a Suburban Nation?” 

Alexandrine Press, 30 June 2016, alexandrinepress.co.uk/

blogged-environment/australia-suburban-nation. 

5. A typical example of the “evil suburbs” genre: Royce Millar 

and Ben Schneiders, “Are Melbourne’s sprawling outer 

suburbs destined to become ghettos?” The Age, 2 July 2017. 

6. Stephanie Anderson, “Melbourne’s population tipped  

to double as Victoria grows to 10 million, new projections 

show,” 15 July 2016, abc.net.au/news/2016-07-15/

melbourne-double-in-size-as-victorias-population-

10million/7632700.
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Damian Madigan’s Established Manors 

speculation, a winning entry in the New 

South Wales Government’s Missing Middle 

Design Competition, employs the tropes of 

suburban alterations and additions in order 

to create four dwellings from two existing 

bungalows. This alternative model for densification  

has the potential to meet broader housing targets while 

encouraging diversity in our suburbs.

Reshaping the  

Suburbs: Designing  

for the Missing Middle

Essay by Damian Madigan

Australia’s suburban “middle” is 

conceivably the next frontier for the new 

forms of housing our cities need, broadly 

understood as smaller dwellings of greater 

numbers and wider diversity. A swathe  

of housing sitting between the city centre  

and the outer growth suburbs, the middle  

is ripe for redevelopment. Much of it is 

low-density, car-centric and lacking in  

the ideals of walkability and reliable public 

transit preferred in current precinct-based 

development, while the housing itself  

is often of questionable quality and due  

for major renovation, reconfiguration or 

outright replacement. As an alternative  

to the high-density development model  

of transit corridor apartments, there is  

an opportunity to reshape these middle 

suburbs into a new medium-density form 

and to rethink their capacity to contribute 

to our broader housing targets. There is also 

ample precedent for change, most notably 

through knockdown-rebuild developments, 

which have been taking place for decades, 

but with little choice in the outcomes 

despite a recent amplified pace.

Across state governments there  

is an appetite for rethinking how such 

suburban changeover might occur, with the 

concept of the “missing” middle identifying 

a gap in housing policy and suggesting  

an opportunity for intensification. The 

Queensland Government’s competition 

Density and Diversity Done Well and  

its precursor, the New South Wales 

Government’s Missing Middle Design 

Competition, each put this opportunity  

to the design industry for testing in  

2017. The Queensland model sought a 

response across twenty consolidated 

allotments, asking entrants to challenge 

existing planning codes, which can then  

be revisited by policymakers in light of the 

competition’s discoveries. By comparison, 

the New South Wales competition required 

direct testing of the proposed complying 

development pathway of the New South 

Wales Government’s draft Medium Density 

Housing Code and accompanying “Design 

Guide,” with the entries ultimately informing 

the final documents ahead of public release.

The Established Manors speculation, 

entered in New South Wales’s Missing 

Middle manor house category, applied  

and extended infill design research first 

undertaken in Adelaide. Adelaide is 

something of an anomaly in that there  

is no clear middle ring sitting between early 

and late suburbs. Dealing with infill in such 

conditions means necessarily engaging 

with older suburbs and the tensions this 

can create. Four-roomed, Victorian-era 

masonry villas and cottages dot many  

of the suburbs facing the pressures  

of intensification in Adelaide and also  

form largely intact precincts where 

intensification via infill is disallowed 

altogether. This is in spite of the fact that 

very few early houses remain in their 

original form, having received significant 

alterations and additions over time.  

A balance can therefore be struck in 

Adelaide and beyond, whereby we use 

modified and extended early dwellings  

to strategically achieve infill housing  

by leveraging off the accepted tropes  

of suburban alterations and additions.

Regardless of the city, our suburbs 

accept all manner of change. The traditional 

four-roomed house supports a variety  

of what might be described as suburban 

anomalies. Living spaces are moved  

 Established Manors 

strategy model, viewed  

from the rear: two existing 

bungalows are divided into 

four new dwellings of varied 

size and layout. A new infill 

element between the two 

houses combines with one 

half of one bungalow to 

create a larger, two-bedroom 

accessible dwelling.
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 Damian Madigan’s 

“Commonly Accepted 

Suburban Anomalies,” 

identified around an 

Adelaidian villa. The 

traditional, four-roomed 

house supports a variety  

of alterations and additions.

Foundation Verandah

Combined

Ensuite Extension
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 Speculative street view  

of Established Manors in 

Canterbury, Sydney. Each 

existing house is split down 

its central hallway to create 

an additional dwelling. In lieu 

of an ensuite pod and garage 

between the existing houses, 

an entrance and kitchen 

trigger the new dwelling.

to new rear extensions, cars find homes  

in garage additions and bathrooms are 

added in side pods. Sheds and outbuildings 

populate backyards, filling the suburbs 

with activity and building mass. Fencing  

is raised as living spaces are oriented  

to backyards and front gardens become 

decorative thresholds. These observations 

are not value judgements, but merely  

a description of what is, and one can  

use these conditions to provide some  

of the additional housing we need. Across 

the country billions of dollars are spent  

in housing renovations each year and the 

mannerisms of suburban alterations and 

additions that drive this economy, once 

acknowledged, can be deployed as a set  

of suburban infill tactics to create housing 

that is similar, but subtly different.

If we can accept a garage between 

houses, for example, what about a kitchen 

and dining space that triggers an additional 

dwelling? Such a proposition can hold  

in the absence of any statutory obligation 

to retain an existing house. While many 

houses in established suburbs are 

protected by local or state heritage listings 

(and this extends to entire precincts that 

receive protection as Conservation Zones), 

there is an overriding logic to why we might 

keep such dwellings in the absence of 

these protections. What happens if we 

retain houses not because we must, but 

because it makes sense, particularly when 

they are formed of masonry, are inherently 

robust and resist wholesale deterioration 

and demolition? While Adelaide is somewhat 

unique in that the villa and cottage present 

with identifiable physical and spatial 

regularity, it is possible to transfer such 

thinking to other cities – in this instance,  

to the Sydney bungalow.

Established Manors imagines two 

adjacent bungalows in the Sydney suburb 

of Canterbury retained and amalgamated 

via a new infill element in the combined 

driveway and walkway spaces between  

the two properties. The second driveway 

remains open, providing access to rear  

car parking and shared bicycle storage, 

laundry facilities, a drying area, a shed  

and a rubbish bin enclosure. The existing 

mature tree in the rear yard is retained,  

as are the trees in the combined front yard. 

Four dwellings are arranged across the 

original two houses. Each bungalow is 

divided down one side of its central hallway, 

with the resultant split enabling a variety  

of layouts and sizes. Dwelling 1 is a one-

bedroom house occupying one half of  

the northernmost bungalow. The remaining 

half is given over to Dwelling 2, in which  

the ground floor provides the living spaces 

while two upstairs bedrooms are arranged 

across the full width of the bungalow. 

Dwelling 3, designed to the Platinum level  

of the Livable Housing Design Guidelines 

and providing more generous spaces, 

occupies one half of the second bungalow 

and the new interstitial infill element.  

The remaining half bungalow is given over  

to Dwelling 4, providing one bedroom and 

an upstairs workspace. Together, the four 

variously configured dwellings operate  

as a single manor house, displaying the 

flexibility of this new model of housing.

At a density of fifty dwellings  

per hectare, the proposal suggests that 

these bungalows – and others like them 

around the country – can continue to meet 

contemporary housing needs, even in the 

face of suburban intensification. Following 

in the path of the DIY movement, small-

scale builders and architects whose 

stock-in-trade is suburban “alts and adds,” 

it may be possible for low-rise, medium-

density housing to be born of the 

established character of our older suburbs, 

retaining not only the original housing  

and its mature landscape, but the spatial 

pattern of a suburb and our cultural 

memory of it as a place.

— Damian Madigan is a lecturer in architecture  

at the University of South Australia and a sole practitioner  

as Madigan Architecture. His Established Manors speculation 

won the manor house category of the Missing Middle 

Design Competition.
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 The northernmost 

driveway of two consolidated 

allotments provides access 

to shared car and bicycle 

parking, as well as a shed, 

laundry, drying area and  

bin store. The four newly 

created dwellings operate 

independently, but  

could be combined into  

one large multi-family or 

multi-generation dwelling  

by retaining existing  

hallway doors.

Established Manors floor plan  

1:250
0 1 5 m

Dwelling one

Fifty-five square metres 

One bedroom

Dwelling two

Eighty-six square metres 

Two bedrooms

Dwelling three

Ninety-six square metres 

Two bedrooms 

Platinum

Dwelling four

Fifty-eight square metres 

1.5 bedrooms
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Australia’s housing market is 

becoming increasingly dominated  

by speculative multi-unit provision, 

shaped over time by the interests  

of property developers. Jasmine 

Palmer considers alternative  

models for design, funding and ownership, and explores the 

architectural profession’s great capacity to provide housing 

diversity for the benefit of residents.

Speculative Housing and  

the Individual: Diversifying  

the Australian Dream

Essay by Jasmine Palmer

Coming on seventy years ago my 

grandparents had a home constructed  

on what was then the outskirts of an 

Australian city. Supported by postwar 

subsidies for returned soldiers, this young 

working-class couple purchased plans  

for a contemporary home from a magazine 

and contracted a local builder. “A Boyd,”  

as Irene was fond of noting. With some 

minor modifications in response to material 

availability and a good deal of weekend 

sweat equity on Harry’s part, they 

constructed a weatherboard family home 

on a double block with a small orchard, 

vegetable patches, flowerbeds, a workshop 

and the inevitable private car. Irene and 

Harry moved with their three boys from  

a small cottage brimming with extended 

family to their “Australian Dream.” Two 

more children arrived and the golden ash 

saplings dropped their leaves year after 

year, providing a climbing playground  

for the many future grandchildren. Harry 

and Irene had constructed a home that 

addressed their personal needs and 

preferences within their relatively limited 

financial capacity. Installation of fixtures 

and fittings was completed progressively. 

Their home was shaped and adapted  

over time, both internally and externally, 

and became the gathering place for five 

generations. I recall lending a hand to 

repaint the weatherboards and to wallpaper  

the living room.

Living primarily in freestanding 

dwellings, Australians currently have the 

capacity to individualize their homes more 

than other home-owning nations. “Every 

Australian purchaser of a new detached 

dwelling has the ability to mould it to their 

individual needs and tastes in a way that 

only the very affluent can do in other 

societies.”1 Not only has the composition  

of Australian households changed in recent 

generations, but so too has the process  

of housing provision. Many of Harry and 

Irene’s descendants wish to engage with 

the lifestyle and environmental benefits 

promoted by current urban consolidation 

plans and are willing to embrace a  

multi-unit Australian Dream.2 However,  

in doing so, they are compelled to enter  

the world of speculative housing provision. 

In this process, housing is increasingly 

commodified and future residents are  

not afforded the capacity to influence the 

design or function of their future dwellings, 

to stage construction in response to 

personal finances or to benefit from  

the Australian ritual of DIY, as their 

grandparents and great-grandparents  

did before them. In the absence of an 

alternative to speculative multi-unit 

housing provision, the urban consolidation 

agendas of our cities indirectly ask 

households to forgo the capacity for 

individualization so deeply entrenched  

in the Australian housing psyche. 

A great capacity exists within  

the architectural profession to design  

a diversity of multi-unit housing. Designs 

embracing spatial flexibility and employing 

efficiencies afforded by prefabrication  

have been demonstrated time and again. 

As designers, we are capable of providing 

housing diversity for the benefit of 

residents. However, in speculative housing 

provision design decisions are ultimately 

made by the speculator (developer or 

investor), not the resident – a situation  

of great frustration to many architects  

and residents alike. 

Other nations currently dominated 

by speculative provision have introduced 

policies aimed at increasing the number  

of “collective custom build” projects  

(to use the term adopted by the UK 

government) to counteract the negative 

outcomes of speculative multi-unit  

markets. Such negative outcomes  

include poor design, price escalation,  

low environmental ambitions, lack of 

diversity, lack of innovation and less than 

desirable construction standards. While 

others seek to diversify their housing 

markets by providing alternatives to 

speculative provision, Australia is moving  

in entirely the opposite direction – with  

a small number of exceptions. 

In discussing housing diversity,  

it is essential we consider the challenges 

that come with this shift to speculative 

provision, as achieving housing diversity  

on the ground is not purely a question  

of design. 

Speculative multi-unit provision  

has been shaped by the interests of 

property developers over time, generating  

a relatively stable process that is 

understood and trusted by most parties 

involved, particularly financiers. This  

makes it extremely difficult to propose  

(and fund) alternatives. A small number  

of Australian projects have broken the 

speculative development mould in recent 

times, seeking to engage future residents 

in design decision-making. Each project 

approaches this process differently,  

some involving future owners prior to  

land purchase and others inviting owners  

to express preferences after a design 

proposal is generated for a specific site. 

The former results in “community-initiated 
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projects” and the latter in “project-initiated

communities.” There exists a spectrum  

of options relative to owners’ decision-

making, some enabling more input than 

others, with a diversity of community 

outcomes. An interrelated spectrum exists

relative to the location of risk. Development

risk, construction risk, settlement risk  

and speculation risk are typically borne  

by parties other than future owners, and  

those parties justly seek financial return  

for the risks they bear. Given that the 

greatest capacity for design decision-

making ultimately rests with those parties

exposed to greatest risk, for multi-unit 

households to have an influence on  

the design and function of their housing,  

they need to bear some (if not all) of the 

project risk. 

The concept of future residents 

collectively developing multi-unit housing

for their own use is garnering an increasing

amount of attention globally, with German

Baugruppen (literally “building groups”) 

often cited as ideal examples. In reality 

there is no single German building group 

template in relation to design, funding  

or ownership models; a spectrum of 

possibilities exists there also and individual

groups employ processes and structures 

that reflect their collective values. In 

locations such as Berlin, where building 

groups have been shown to be a viable 

alternative to speculative development 

over time, evolution continues as new 

financial products and legal structures  

are negotiated. Currently, some Berlin 

groups propose ownership structures  

that limit capital gains, with the objective 

of de-commodifying housing and reducing

the impact of “the market” on dwelling 

design and affordability.

In a previous Architecture Australia

article (“Finance and development,”  

Jan/Feb 2017), Andrea Sharam discussed 

financial impediments to and risks 

associated with past “deliberative 

developments,” one of the multiple terms 

employed to describe non-speculative 

housing projects in Australia. In the context

of escalating housing costs in Australian 

cities, overcoming such impediments  

and risks can provide “more affordable”3 

housing options and increase diversity  

while at the same time reducing the 

functional mismatches between household

needs and speculative housing products.  

In theory, “deliberative development,” 

“Baugruppen,” “non-speculative 

development,” “collective custom build”  

or whatever term you choose (let’s leave 

that discussion for another day) has  

the potential to allow Harry and Irene’s 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren  

to embrace multi-unit lifestyles, to diversify 

the Australian Dream without forgoing 

opportunities for individualization. What 

stands in the way of realizing this potential 

in practice? Firstly, there are the obvious 

challenges of accessing finance  

and establishing legal structures for 

development and ownership. Secondly,  

it is difficult to acquire suitable land in 

high-demand markets. These challenges 

are relatively consistent globally  

and Australia has much to learn from 

international policies in this regard.  

Thirdly, there are some challenges particular 

to the Australian context. Our longstanding 

tradition of housing individualization has 

left us with little experience of collaboration 

and collectivity in the housing arena 

compared to other societies. As a nation  

of homeowners we rely on increasing 

property values and housing equity  

to fund retirement and are reluctant  

to engage with previously unproven 

processes, particularly in a collaborative 

context where risk is ultimately shared 

across households. 

Architects can design diverse 

housing. Let’s also be a part of designing 

provision systems that return design 

decision-making to the residents and 

reduce housing commodification, 

remembering that there is no single 

solution, but a spectrum of alternatives. 

— Jasmine Palmer is a lecturer in architecture  

and sustainable design at the University of South Australia 

and is currently guest researcher in collaborative housing  

at TU Delft in the Netherlands. 

Footnotes

1. Terry Burke and Kath Hulse, “The Institutional Structure  

of Housing and the Sub-prime Crisis: An Australian Case 

Study,” Housing Studies 25 (6), 2010, 821–838, 828. 

2. I use the term “multi-unit housing” here to refer  

to non-freestanding dwellings of various densities.

3. I use the term “more affordable” here rather than 

“affordable.” With savings of 10–20 percent on market price 

demonstrated by projects “developing without developers” 

in the UK, Germany and Melbourne, they can deliver lower 

cost housing; however, the cost of these dwellings remains 

well above many definitions of “affordable.”

 The capacity for 

individual projects to 

contribute to housing 

diversity is intrinsically 

linked to three variables  

or spectra.  

 

Spectrum 1: The earlier 

future residents are  

involved in the development 

process, the greater their 

capacity to influence 

housing outcomes.  

 

Spectrum 2: Those who  

bear financial risk also  

hold key decision-making 

positions. Housing is more 

likely to meet the diverse 

needs of residents if the 

residents themselves  

bear financial risk.  

 

Spectrum 3: The freedom  

to build to individual 

household needs possible  

in free-standing housing  

is yet to be replicated in  

any of the multi-unit cases 

studied here. However, the 

collective action of future 

residents may increase 

capacity to do so.
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Project Initiator Community ‘Type’ Spectrum 1

Future resident involvement  

and influence on design form

Early Late

Spectrum 2

Location of financial risk and 

design decision-making

Investors Residents

Spectrum 3

Potential for individual needs  

to be specifically addressed

Low High

Australian  

Status Quo

Freestanding

houses

Future

residents

–

Prior to land purchase Future residents Unlimited

Multi-unit

housing

Developer/

investor

–

Not applicable Speculator Negligible

International  

Examples

Berlin co-operative

building group

Core resident

group

Community-initiated

project Prior to land purchase Future residents Unlimited, varies with project 

budget and collective intent.

Berlin professional-

led building group

Architect and/or

project manager

Project-initiated

community Post land negotiation and

sketch design

Future residents Unlimited, varies with project 

budget and collective intent.

London community-led

co-housing with NFP

developer

Core resident

group

Community-initiated

project Site planning NFP developer Some specific  

needs addressed

London privately

commissioned

co-housing

All future

residents

Community-initiated

project Prior to land purchase Future residents Unlimited, varies with project 

budget and collective intent.

Completed  

Australian Projects

Nightingale 1 Architect Project-initiated

community Post land negotiation and

sketch design

Architect, directors

of project specific

development company and

equality investors

Individualisation possible,  

with cost implications

Property Collectives Project manager and

future residents

Community-initiated

project Prior to land purchase Future owners Unlimited, varies with project 

budget and collective intent.

Australian Projects  

in Progress

WGV ‘baugruppen’ Building and

development

professionals

Project-initiated

community Post land negotiation and

sketch design

Future owners High potential to influence 

individual spatial layout

Co-housing community 

in collaboration with 

Nightingale Housing

Core resident group Community-initiated 

project Collective briefing prior to 

land negotiations

Architect, directors  

of project specific 

development company and 

equity investors

High potential to influence 

spatial design collaboratively 

and individually

Comparison of a diversity of multi-unit housing  

projects from Berlin, London and Australia
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Geoffrey London, professor of architecture  

at the University of Western Australia and  

former WA government architect, spoke  

to Jennie Officer about Baugruppen at WGV, 

Australia’s first rendition of the design-driven, 

ownership-based model developed in Germany. Here, Officer  

and London discuss the potential of the Baugruppen process  

to adapt to the Australian context and to supplement the current 

insufficient range of well-designed medium-density housing types.

Australia’s First 

Baugruppe

Essay and interview by Jennie Officer

Where do our new models of housing come 

from? Multiple residential housing, with its 

limited typology, tends to be constrained 

by regulation, economy and delivery 

method, which is typically developer-led 

and yield-driven. Innovation does occur 

within these constraints, but conventional 

methods of delivery have limited capacity 

to provide the diversity and quality of 

medium-density housing needed to  

meet infill targets, regenerate our suburbs 

and encourage community acceptance.  

A project currently being developed in  

White Gum Valley, Perth, Western Australia, 

designed by architectural practice 

Spaceagency, shifts accepted logic about 

how we could, should or want to live 

together and, in doing so, creates a new 

model for medium-density housing with an 

altered economic, social and spatial logic.

Adopting the Baugruppen delivery 

process, a design-driven, ownership- 

based model developed successfully in 

Germany, this project is located at WGV,  

a 2.2-hectare infill site released by Western 

Australia’s land development agency, 

LandCorp. WGV is a key “Innovation  

through Demonstration” project for 

LandCorp, with a mix of housing types, 

precinct-scale sustainability initiatives  

and applied research projects.

In this context, Baugruppen at  

WGV is a live project. LandCorp has made  

a parcel of land at the WGV site available  

to be purchased by a group of individuals 

who will collectively develop it for housing 

and determine development objectives 

based on their long-term occupation needs 

rather than profit. Led by Geoffrey London 

from the University of Western Australia,  

a professional team has been assembled 

to assist the group. London is documenting 

the process in a research capacity, with  

the aim of its being replicated in the future.

This is an optimistic project. It 

targets a 15 percent cost saving on market 

value and improved design quality. It makes 

provision for occupants to have much 

greater control over both individual and 

shared amenities and demonstrates the 

advantages of the participatory process  

in establishing community. It allows the 

design and construction of apartments  

to be initiated by buyers, a system that 

doesn’t currently exist in our marketplace. 

These intentions are well founded, having 

been tested and proven in what is now  

a well-established Baugruppen practice  

in Europe. It also promotes optimism about 

the role and remit of the architect, whose 

skills are expanded to a wider community 

through this process.
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 Render of Baugruppen at 

WGV, Perth. A “live project,” 

it will allow the design and 

construction of apartments 

to be initiated by buyers –  

a participatory process  

that is unprecedented in  

the Australian marketplace.

the ideals of an individual house – privacy, 

comfort and the ability to be customized – 

within the compact dimensions of a 

collective housing cluster. The design also 

promotes the spatial and cultural values  

of the suburbs in a more compact form, by 

carefully balancing communality and privacy. 

Suggestions for shared amenities 

include a central communal courtyard,  

a play area, a barbecue, a fire pit, roof 

terraces, gardens and a communal room, 

with guestroom at the rear, for gatherings 

and visitors. These will be augmented  

or attenuated as the project progresses. 

Because the project is separated into four 

sets, there is the potential for a subgroup of 

people with similar concerns or aspirations 

to individualize their part. This might be 

technical (elevator), ecological (roof garden), 

environmental (photovoltaic cells) or social 

(games room), without affecting any other 

part of the project. 

Overall, the concept is a knuckled, 

loosely arranged pattern of dwellings,  

a “bushy” rather than urban form. Stacked, 

compact, individual, customizable houses 

that can be opened on all sides, with some 

shared facilities, offer a model of medium-

density housing that potentially addresses 

the vexing problem of dispersed infill. It’s 

an achievable model at larger and smaller 

scales. It’s possible to imagine it driving  

lot amalgamations within existing 

neighbourhoods and communities. The 

WGV Baugruppen delivery process has, 

through its design-driven rather than 

profit-driven model, resulted in compelling 

design innovation. Not knowing exactly 

who you are designing for but knowing  

they will need to have a say in it is, after all, 

or should be our core practice as architects. 

Spaceagency is a well-established 

Fremantle practice, which won the 2016 

Australian Institute of Architects Frederick 

Romberg Award for Multiple Housing for  

its nearby Knutsford Stage One housing. 

Spaceagency has completed a concept 

design for the site, prior to a group being 

finalized. The Baugruppen at WGV concept 

has to simultaneously attract prospective 

participants and be inherently flexible 

enough for them to participate fully in 

tailoring its subsequent development.  

The architect determines many parts  

of the project – its spatial organization, 

how it might be built – but, importantly, 

many aspects have to be indeterminate. 

This requires a canny comprehension  

and projection of the entire scheme  

but also a resistance to the unified 

Gesamtkunstwerk project. 

Spaceagency is well placed for  

this balancing act. While the practice  

has completed a number of bespoke  

and highly customized houses, it has also 

demonstrated, through hospitality and 

heritage work, the value of knowing what  

to leave and what to touch in a project.  

It is this design thinking, rather than its 

material result, that is evident in the clarity 

of this non-deterministic concept.

Dwellings are based on “modules.” 

Each module is defined by four car bays plus 

stores and consists of one-, two-, three-  

or four-bedroom apartments that are 

vertically stacked to three or four storeys, 

clustered in four paired sets around a 

central courtyard. Four sets of stairs allow 

each pair to be separated from the next, 

optimizing privacy and cross-ventilation. 

Each module is interchangeable within the 

clustered framework and each has a variety 

of planning arrangements, allowing a 

participant to choose both their horizontal 

and vertical position on the site and the 

internal plan disposition. Each dwelling has 

four external walls and shares none with 

another dwelling. Balconies (and private 

courtyards on ground level) have options to 

be expressed beyond or recessed into the 

module, and one can envisage a negotiated 

eventual arrangement of these based on 

individuals’ preferences for solar gain, 

views or privacy, which will effectively belie 

the simplicity of the regulating pattern  

of modules.

In Perth, planning regulations  

have historically supported the separation  

and articulation of individual buildings, 

upholding a spacious suburban setting. 

More attractive and viable medium-density 

alternatives are needed in Perth to convince 

buyers to convert to this option. In this 

project, Spaceagency has deftly maintained Im
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Ground floor plan  

1:750

Level one floor plan  

1:750

Level two floor plan  

1:750

Roof plan  

1:750

Key
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 The dwellings are  

based on interchangeable 

“modules,” comprising 

apartments that are 

vertically stacked to  

three or four storeys,  

and clustered in sets  

around a central courtyard. 

I recently spoke with London about  

the process and the project.

Jennie Officer: The Baugruppen at WGV 

project in White Gum Valley is cited as 

Australia’s first housing development 

project delivered via the Baugruppen 

process. How has this ownership-based 

cohousing model, developed in Europe, 

evolved within or been adapted to the 

Australian context?

Geoffrey London: An experience I had 

working on a housing project with Ralph 

Drexel back in the late 1970s (which I didn’t

know then but now know was a Baugruppen

project) left me feeling that it was a process

that had some real relevance in the 

Australian context. 

This project for thirteen dwellings  

in North Fremantle came about as I’d  

been researching terminating housing 

cooperatives (where people cooperate  

for the period of assembly, design and 

construction and then the cooperative  

is terminated and individual ownership 

begins) and gave a public lecture 

describing the process. Afterwards there 

was a group of people waiting for me, 

saying, let’s make it happen! The project 

had ups and downs – we weren’t familiar 

with working with a diverse group of people

(effectively thirteen clients), we didn’t  

have enough rules, we didn’t know how  

to finance the group – but we stumbled 

through and it turned out to be, I think,  

a very effective project.

Nearly forty years later, the relevance

of the Baugruppen process and its ability  

to adapt to the Australian context still  

lie in its offer of an alternative model, 

supplementing the current insufficient 

range of well-designed medium-density 

housing types. It offers the capacity for 

individuals to act as their own developers, 

not only saving developer margins in the 

process, but also giving the group much 

greater control over outcomes by tailoring

their houses and communities more closely

to what they want. It allows them to adopt 

construction strategies and sustainability 

initiatives and to explore the potential  

of sharing, which might save some money  

and increase amenity beyond the  

business-as-usual approach. It also offers 

the architectural profession a significant  

social role in the development of housing.

JO: What have been the major challenges 

of the project so far? 

GL: The major challenge is getting banks  

to agree to finance it and establishing  

a legal framework that protects everyone. 

That’s what’s taken all the time and we need 

to have these aspects firmly in place 

before finalizing the participant group  

or we are not able to be definitive about 

certain things. It was relatively quick to 

brief Spaceagency and develop a design. 

JO: While the participant group will be the 

developers of the site, this is an assisted 

process. How was the project initiated, 

the site chosen and the consultant team 

assembled for the project?

GL: The first part of the process was 

promoting the idea to LandCorp. Once  

they came on board, it was a matter of 

locating the site and the site selected was 

so logical, in the middle of a super lot that 

was dealing with experimental or innovative 

modes of high-density housing. LandCorp 

had worked successfully on the WGV site 

with Josh Byrne and Associates and on  

the nearby Knutsford housing project with 

Spaceagency, so it seemed like a logical 

step to work with both of them. 

JO: A concept design has been  

completed for the project. How was  

the architect briefed?  

GL: In Germany, architects involved with 

Baugruppen projects operate in two 

different ways. There are those who 

develop a design upfront but with flexibility 

built into it, which individuals sign up for, 

and there are others who enjoy going to a 

group of individuals and saying “What do 

you want?” and then designing directly  

for them. My thinking was that taking the 

former approach with the first Baugruppe 

here stood more chance of success and  

I thought it was important to have a base 

set of plans that we could negotiate and 

make modifications to. It’s important to be 

able to project a proposition of what the 

project could be, always with the intention 

of allowing a degree of flexibility.

JO: A key tenet of Baugruppen  

is owner-occupation. How  

is speculation discouraged? 

GL: It is ultimately up to the participant 

group to decide but, to discourage 

speculation, we are suggesting that they 

include in their contract with one another  

a clause that says that if you want to sell  

in the first year (and we accept that people 

might need to for a variety of reasons), you 

can take 20 percent of the profit and the 

rest goes back to the group. The next year 

it’s 40 percent and so on, for a five-year 
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period, until it reaches 100 percent. One  

of the outcomes we know from Germany  

is the establishment of community  

with owner-led and owner-occupied 

development because people know their 

neighbours – they’ve argued with them, 

agreed with them, negotiated with them – 

it’s been a working relationship from  

the outset. This is something that doesn’t 

exist in a conventional housing model.

JO: How and when do participants commit?

GL: People indicate commitment with  

a small deposit, which allows them to 

nominate which unit they want on a first-in,

best-dressed basis. Planning approval  

will be sought when we have a group in 

place that has mutually agreed to the  

final disposition of the project. The real 

commitment will come when the land  

has to be bought. LandCorp has agreed 

generously for this first project to defer 

settlement on the land until a building 

permit is gained. We originally thought  

that twenty-two units were possible within

the design framework on the site, but we 

have since cut back to fourteen to eighteen

units, as we aim for a compliant scheme 

and a smooth approvals process. The 

variation in numbers depends on who  

signs up and the mix they want.

JO: I notice that car bays are  

severable components?

GL: We want to make car bays a clearly 

priced component so people know exactly 

what they are paying for a car on site to 

help them make cost and value decisions.

JO: The modular design is interesting  

in that it offers a pattern or framework  

for owners to come into, with spatial 

adaptations possible but limited.  

How important to the process has  

this regulating pattern been?

GL: Critical, and integral to our Baugruppen 

process. It allows subgroups to decide  

on particular things for their part, such  

as elevators, shared kitchens, roof decks 

and so forth, and it also sets up the central 

shared courtyard. That’s a space that could 

easily have been taken up with parking. We 

were keen to keep parking to the perimeter, 

to prevent throughway for cars and to 

release useable space for people in the 

middle of the lot. We are also keen to look  

at timber construction, if the group is 

willing, particularly LVL construction, which 

is manufactured locally and is a process 

that produces and results in little waste. 

The modular design adapts well to this 

construction methodology.

JO: Do you see this type of housing  

project as an instrument for broader 

urban change?

GL: Because of the work involved upfront  

by individuals, I don’t believe it will become 

a huge market player – it’s always going  

to be a niche model. But it’s an important 

model. It gives architects a really significant 

social role in the development of housing 

and it sets benchmarks. A Baugruppe could 

be developed in a location where there’s not 

much medium-density housing happening 

yet and that example – of a really good 

project that pursues sustainability issues 

and the potential of sharing – is a means of 

demonstrating to people in greyfield suburbs 

that if owners are involved, they can stay  

in the location where their community and 

friendships are, know their neighbours well 

and have a cost-effective home. 

— Jennie Officer is a senior lecturer in the  

School of Design at the University of Western Australia  

and a director of Officer Woods Architects. 

Example of a possible module structure 

Not to scale

Level two 

Eight dwelling modules

Level one 

Eight dwelling modules

Ground floor 

Three dwelling modules 

Four parking modules 

One communal module

Key

 Module A 

 One-bedroom  

dwelling

 Module B 

 Two-bedroom  

dwelling

 Module C 

 Two one-bedroom  

dwellings

 Module D 

 Two-storey three-  

 or four-bedroom  

 dwelling



“Until recently, we’ve really 

not had a whole lot of 

evidence to support that 

common hypothesis that 

having things like wooden 

surfaces in the office would

be good for your wellbeing.”*

“If you’re a worker and you could see no wooden surfaces

at all from your workplace, 53% of that type of worker was

satisfied with what was going on in their workplace.

When you move that up to having eight or more wooden

surfaces - we’re talking things here like wooden chairs, wooden

panelling on the walls, wooden floorboards, even quite small

wooden items- but if you get to eight or more, then 82% of

people were satisfied with their work.”*

“What I found and got really

excited about was that there’s

a really strong association

between the presence of

wood and wellbeing. I’ve

rarely seen a data set or a

study which has shown

such a clear link.”*

“Having wooden surfaces in

your workplace is strongly

associated with: improved

worker wellbeing, workplace

satisfaction, and with all the

positive things that can flow

from that like improved

productivity.”*

Download the free
report - Workplaces:
Wellness+Wood
= Productivity at
woodsolutions.com.au/
wood-at-work

Workplaces: 
Wellness + Wood  
= Productivity

*Associate Professor Jacki Schirmer, Health and Wellbeing Researcher, University of Canberra 
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Reflecting on her encounter  

with Kraftwerk 2 in Zurich  

and the people who live there,  

Tarsha Finney considers the 

ownership and governance  

model of the cooperative – the entrenched domestic  

norms that it challenges and its capacity to facilitate  

care and connection beyond the single family unit.

Vestigial Organs:  

Domesticity’s Challenge,  

a Call to Arms

Essay by Tarsha Finney

The most interesting cooperative housing 

project that I have visited in the past 

eighteen months is Kraftwerk 2 in 

Switzerland.1 Designed by Adrian Streich 

Architekten AG, Kraftwerk 2 was developed 

and built in 2011 by an anarchist collective 

that first became involved with housing  

in the late 1980s, using nineteenth-century 

cooperative laws specific to Switzerland –  

covering agriculture, health and education 

as well as housing. Twenty minutes from 

the centre of Zurich, the project houses  

a combination of “cluster” apartments, 

shared apartments and more traditional 

apartments in a converted orphanage. 

Each cluster apartment is made up of 

multiple private bedroom units with ensuite 

bathrooms that together share a substantial 

kitchen, dining and living space. The 

apartment that we visited had the following 

residents: two single women over the age of 

sixty; two single parents, each with a child 

under the age of ten; and a couple, who 

were also at university together. That’s 

eight people in total, including two children, 

living together in a non-familial group and 

sharing all the rituals of daily life. 

Interestingly, each bedroom in the 

cluster apartment at Kraftwerk 2 was built 

with a micro-kitchen, though residents say 

they would prefer storage over individual 

small kitchens as they don’t get used.  

This matters, of course, because the option  

for residents to stay apart to cook and eat, 

rather than using the large shared kitchen 

and dining table, was part of the spatial 

reasoning and was built into the eventual 

spatial performance of these unusual 

dwelling units – almost as a transitional 

phase, away from domesticity. Like  

that moment in the move from carriage  

to motor vehicle where the interior of the 

car retains the logic and nomenclature  

of “dashboard” decades after the horse 

has been untethered from the front.

I was really touched by this project 

when I was told a story about one of the 

residents in an apartment on the ground 

floor of the building, who had had a stroke. 

He had care come to him in his home 

several times a day, for two meals and for 

things such as bathing and dressing, but  

he could no longer cook for himself in the 

evenings. This left him both hungry and  

in danger of suffering what so many of  

us do – loneliness and isolation. Given our 

(quite reasonable) critique of institutional 

aged care and our desire to grow old in  

our homes, there is emerging an existential 

crisis of loneliness and isolation as we skin 

the interior surface of existing dwellings 

with all of the support for life but fail to 

notice that it is our social lives that we  

are abandoning – our lives of intimacy  

and care. In response to this neighbour’s 

condition, the residents at Kraftwerk 2 drew 

up a roster so that he always had someone 

to share an evening meal with and people 

to talk to. Built into the DNA of the Kraftwerk 

2 project, built into the relationship between 

its spatial performance and its governance 

structure as cluster apartments, seems  

to be a capacity for multi-scalar care  

and communities of interest to emerge  

that sit beyond the space of the single 

family dwelling unit.

How are we to understand these 

clusters and the relationship of intimacy 

and care between the people living their 

daily lives within them – who are they to 

each other? Is this just another flat-sharing 

arrangement driven by necessity and within 

the context of the acute housing 

unaffordability suffered by alpha cities 

globally: Zurich, Vancouver, London, Sydney, 

Hong Kong? Are the Swiss just particularly 

good at this in a way that we tell ourselves 

as Australians we are not – or is something 

else going on? 

Typically, when we speak about 

innovation and change in housing, we  

call for increased flexibility and mobility. 

This dominates the catalogue of new 

publications on housing types that have 

appeared since the late 1990s – excellent 

reference manuals that will be found  

on the bookshelves of any half-decent 

architectural practice engaged in 

multiresidential housing. Floor Plan  

Manual Housing by Friederike Schneider, 

Oliver Heckmann and Eric Zapel, for 

example, argues that what is required for 

multiresidential housing to address the 

massive changes in demographics that  

so many of us are going through in terms  

of ageing and labour conditions is “an 

ambiguity” in the plan – the plan needs to 

move, to be flexible. This, they argue, would 

allow for multiple ways of dwelling through 

time, within the same unit. In apparent 

opposition, another kind of avant-garde 

challenge to housing that is often held  

up as a possibility for the future is Toyo 

Ito’s Pao I and II – Dwellings for the Tokyo 

Nomad Girl/Woman (1985 and 1989).  

Here it is the resident who becomes mobile 

in the city, untethered from the apartment. 

What each of these propositions 

fails to notice is that this kind of 

individualized mobility (in the individual  

or in the plan itself) is precisely the project 

that modernity (in collusion with ourselves) 

has been setting up since the nineteenth 
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 Kraftwerk 2 (2011), 

designed by Adrian  

Streich Architekten AG,  

was developed by the 

Kraftwerk1 collective  

– one of the youngest 

housing cooperatives  

in Zurich.

 The converted  

orphanage houses a 

combination of “cluster,” 

shared and traditional 

apartments and is a  

radical study in  

communal living.

 In Melbourne,  

Breathe Architecture’s 

Nightingale 1 development 

(2017) is part of a body  

of architectural work, 

emerging globally, that 

experiments with new  

kinds of collectives. P
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century. It belongs to the same project  

that the well-published and discussed  

1851 model apartment for four families  

so well outlined by Robin Evans in the  

essay “Rookeries and Model Dwellings” 

establishes. Rooms exist for specific 

purposes, where individualized space  

and spaces that allow a coming together 

exist in a kind of dynamic, diagrammatic 

agonism: boys’ bedroom, girls’ bedroom, 

each space speaking of the dangers of  

the newly emerged condition of childhood 

and gender specificity; the parents’ 

bedroom slightly tucked away, containing 

the question of sexuality implicit in  

its realm; and of course the living room,  

where everybody comes back together  

to observe, survey, check in. 

With housing, as architects and  

as part of the design process, we are both 

subject to and object of our investigations 

and interrogations. As I critically organize  

the work of women in drawings as a 

questioning, a diagnosis and a projection  

of who we are and what the city is, in the 

same moment I am imagining myself in the 

subject position of mother, daughter, sister 

and wife, with all of the performances that 

that involves. It works for me and on me,  

but I can understand why others just see  

a nice-looking house, as Jeffrey Kipnis  

once said. 

This makes it both fraught and 

extraordinarily curious work – a fact that  

is often missed because it is both harder 

than we usually give it credit for and 

equally more banal. But that’s precisely 

because we’ve become so bad within the 

discipline and profession of architecture  

at recognizing the real work of architecture,

its actual material politics and the 

conditions of experimentation that  

allow it to operate. 

And so back to Kraftwerk 2. This 

project can be placed within an emerging 

body of architectural work and practice 

globally that is using the ownership and 

governance model of the cooperative (in  

a myriad of forms specific and responsive 

to legal jurisdiction: Swiss nineteenth-

century co-ops; the German Baugruppen; 

the La Borda project in Barcelona;  

the Australian variant, Nightingale) to 

experiment with new kinds of collectivities 

of shared interest. What is unique in  

all of these instances is that architects  

are either leading or they are community 

members critically involved in the 

development of projects. What matters  

is that the client groups are eccentric  

and it is the design process that is the  

site of a robust negotiation of difference 

around a drawing. The term “eccentric”  

is important because these co-op  

member groups or clients aren’t the lowest- 

common-denominator categorization of 

market research deployed by developers 

and real estate agents and designed 

specifically to eliminate difference and  

risk. They are cultivating difference in 

terms of ageing demographics, blended 

and extended families, solo living, the 

demands of childhood and compact 

opportunities, negotiating in a way that  

is enabling unforeseen solutions to shared 

problems. And in doing so, they are making 

one of the only real challenges to the 

inherited scale-based spatial diagrams  

of domesticity that have held us in place  

in the city firmly and with very limited 

compromise since the 1920s, the last  

great period of experimentation into 

domestic life. 

— Tarsha Finney is program lead on the new 

graduate degree in City Design at the Royal College  

of Art, London. 

Footnote

1. This research work is being undertaken as part of the 

Intergenerational Cities Research Stream led by Tarsha 

Finney in the School of Architecture at the Royal College  

of Art, London.  

Kraftwerk 2 level two floor plan (cluster apartment shown in colour) 
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A shared desire to live more 

communally could encourage greater 

housing diversity, according to Adam 

Haddow. Here, he looks to student 

housing, “build-to-rent” models, and 

the new WeLive project in the USA for cues on how to conjure an 

alternative, more versatile Australian housing market.

Cohousing: Driving Housing 

Innovation by Changing  

the Way We Live

Essay by Adam Haddow

Cohousing is defined by the Cohousing 

Association of the United States as “an 

intentional community of private homes 

clustered around shared space” – where 

the dwellings themselves are much the 

same as any other and the shared space 

constitutes anything from a common room 

to a kitchen, laundry or recreational area. 

Less obvious in this description is the 

essential ingredient – intent. That which 

turns a simple group of dwellings into 

cohousing is the desire to share not  

only part of your physical space but  

part of your daily activities. Sharing may 

encompass simple things, such as tools 

and lawnmowers, or more complex things, 

such as caring for the young and elderly. 

Often an important element involves meals –  

it is not uncommon for cohousing projects 

to host weekly dinners where each of the 

residents has a role. 

Cohousing is housing supported  

by an ongoing management structure  

that facilitates a connected community –  

to a certain extent, imagine a small country 

town with an active and well-funded 

council. There are virtually no edges to 

what can be considered cohousing from  

a typology perspective, the only constant 

being a desire by the inhabitants to live 

more communally. Emotionally, cohousing 

could be understood as the dense, inner-

city version of the 70s suburban cul-de-sac. 

In my memory the great suburban cul-de-

sac experiments existed when everyone’s 

backyards, swimming pools, swings or  

BMX jumps were shared. It seemed as if 

parents made personal investments in their 

backyard environs with a view to what else 

was within walking distance for their kids. 

Cohousing is perhaps just the urban cousin. 

While this type of housing is able  

to accommodate both bottom-up and 

top-down procurement processes, it is  

not a housing form that has gained much 

ground in Australia. I would suggest this  

is partly because we don’t have funding, 

governance or taxation systems in place  

to support developer involvement and partly 

because land costs (inflated due to the 

housing crisis) prohibit the participation  

of community-based organizations. 

The flood of new private sector 

student housing offerings is an example  

of the delivery of cohousing. The days of 

getting together with your mates to sign  

a lease with the elderly owner of a terrace 

house seem to be long gone, mostly  

as a result of the abandonment of the 

traditional student suburbs by the students 

themselves, who rejected their parents’ 

idea of suburban nirvana to live closer to 

the action. The free market economy came 

into play and private student cohousing 

projects have popped up to fill the void –  

a top-down development model owned  

and managed by investors. The benefit  

to the student of this new model is a high 

level of flexibility and amenity coupled  

with a low level of risk. So could the model 

of cohousing leveraged to provide student 

housing offer a solution for broader housing 

challenges of supply and affordability?

Imagine that the average  

two-bedroom apartment in Australia  

is seventy-five square metres and the 

average occupation of a two-bedroom 

apartment is two people – sometimes 

friends, sometimes lovers, sometimes a 

parent and a child. Each of these groups 

has different spatial needs. The friends 

need more privacy, with split bedrooms  

and separate bathrooms, but hardly use 

the living and dining room during the week 

– they’re too busy at work building their 

careers or living in the city with dinners  

and movie dates. The lovers really only use 

the second bedroom when a relative or 

friend occasionally comes to stay or when 

they work from home once a month –  

  Render of 393 Swanston 

Street (2018), designed  

by Denton Corker Marshall  

to accommodate students  

in Melbourne’s CBD. The 

forty-seven-storey building  

contains 754 apartments.
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 Developed by  

WeWork, WeLive (2016)  

is a membership- and 

community-based housing 

project, currently in two 

locations – New York City 

and Arlington, Virginia.

 WeLive’s members  

span demographics and  

its 400 apartments are 

furnished with custom-

made cabinets, bedding, 

utensils and electronics.

 The project aims  

to foster meaningful 

connections between  

its residents by providing 

diverse common spaces, 

including bars, kitchens, 

lounges and laundries.  
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 Private student  

housing developments,  

such as 393 Swanston 

Street, provide students 

with a high level of flexibility 

and amenity, coupled  

with a low level of risk.
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the rest of the time it’s the additional robe 

space they crave. The parent and child 

could really do with a bit more living space 

at the expense of a much smaller second 

bedroom – what five-year-old needs a  

room that fits a king-size bed anyway? Then 

imagine this. Instead of each group getting 

the same apartment, they each get one a 

little more tailored, and this tailoring comes 

about by reducing the space within their 

apartment walls – pushing it down to fifty 

square metres, and investing some of  

the difference, say ten square metres per 

apartment, into common space. This then 

enables an awesome play space for kids 

that is continually observed, a visitors’ 

apartment you can book for guests,  

a meals area with a commercial kitchen so 

you can live out your MasterChef ambitions 

or just a really great laundry so you never 

have to buy a bloody washing machine 

again! But where does the additional fifteen 

square metres per apartment we saved  

go? This saving goes towards the overall 

management of the building and residents, 

so that there is always someone there to 

accept your Amazon purchase or organize 

the washing machine repairer – without you 

ever knowing that it broke in the first place. 

This is the latest cohousing model popping 

up in the United States, with one such 

example called WeLive. It’s a kind of 

student housing for adults, complete  

with a doorperson, a concierge, a cleaner 

and the occasional yoga instructor. 

Our industry has been awash over 

the last few months with ideas about the 

potential of cohousing projects. The name 

being used is “build-to-rent,” but in essence 

it’s the same thing. There are developers 

jumping in headfirst and there are others 

who are cautiously optimistic, waiting for 

the right economic conditions. Either way, 

build-to-rent looks to become a player in 

the rental market. Build-to-rent is in direct 

contrast to our national preoccupation  

with build-to-sell, which has fuelled the 

property market over the past decade,  

with particular help from specific tax 

incentives. Build-to-rent takes a longer-

term view on housing, with institutional 

investors such as industry super funds  

or private equity stumping up the dollars 

and ultimately owning and operating the 

asset. It’s not such a bad idea – if you own 

the building you’re probably going to be 

more interested in the longevity of both  

the product and the community, which  

has the potential to deliver better buildings  

and to enable more active, engaged and 

happy residents.

This model is also perhaps evidence 

that as a society we are changing, that  

a significant number of us, given the right 

building, location and management 

structure, would be happy to rent.  

WeLive comes to you from the owners  

of coworking company WeWork and is  

based on a similar plan – provide high-

quality housing with all of the “add-ons” 

that cohousing relies on to build a 

community, along with a heavy overlay  

of management. On a recent visit to the 

New York WeLive, I was seduced by  

the quirky apartments, the generous 

communal spaces and the opportunity to 

meet and connect with people in a city  

not renowned for its friendliness. 

While we are only scratching  

the surface of cohousing in this country,  

and indeed it will take time for it to make 

any real dent in the housing market, it is  

an interesting model that has the scope  

to influence the way we live and to provide  

an alternative living environment. Our 

current housing choices are much like  

the Australia of the 50s – it makes us  

long for a great espresso. Thankfully,  

we are maturing and as a result getting 

more options. In my mind diversity is  

key – the more the better. Perhaps one  

day our housing choices might match  

our multiculturalism. 

— Adam Haddow is a director of SJB  

Architects Sydney. 
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Project

A multi-generational home and 

commercial tenancy coexist  

in St Kilda’s Mixed Use House, 

designed by Matt Gibson Architecture 

and Design with DDB Design,  

to explore and rethink traditional 

family housing typologies.

Review by Sarah Hurst

Photography by Shannon McGrath 

Architect

Mixed Use House

Matt Gibson Architecture  

and Design with DDB Design
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Designed to house an

extended family of seven

to nine people, Mixed Use

House is “an adaptable

and connected vertical

home,” that optimizes a

formerly under-utilized infill

site in Melbourne’s St Kilda.

The composition of

stacked volumes protrudes

and retracts, articulating

a compartmentalized

language. The ground floor

is predominantly dedicated

to commercial use, while the

upper levels are residential.

The bedrooms, all of

which occupy the full width

of the building, are akin

to self-contained studios,

each with its own ensuite

and breakout space.

 The architects and 

clients built an inherent 

separability into the  

building that would allow 

future subdivision, should  

the family’s situation  

change over time. 

There is an alluring boldness to the street facade  

of Mixed Use House. Designed by Matt Gibson 

Architecture and Design with DDB Design, it sits  

on a busy through-route for traffic between St Kilda’s 

Chapel and Fitzroy Streets, within a diverse mix of 

housing stock and commercial tenancies. The building 

responds as much to this street ambiguity as to its site 

constraints. On a 6.8-metre-wide, 190-square-metre 

parcel of land previously occupied by a two-storey brick 

garage, the new Moshe Safdie-esque composition of 

stacked volumes protrudes and retracts over five levels, 

taking on a compartmentalized language and creating 

intrigue as to the program within. 

Located in a commercially zoned precinct,  

the site was purchased by a couple (a builder/

developer and interior designer respectively) with  

two adult children and a young daughter. They saw  

the site as both a prospect for potential development 

and an opportunity for the family to live closer to  

the city, work, schools and universities. While zoning 

discouraged developing for residential use, council 

was willing to support a residential proposal based  

on its ability to be woven into the existing street fabric. 

Responding to this condition, the architect undertook  

a series of design studies, which drew reference from 

the existing street context to inform the breaking  

up of the mass and the division of the five levels. 

While the narrow site determined the vertical 

response and the character of the street suggested 

the massing and storey heights, the clients’ objective 

to explore and rethink traditional family housing 

typologies with the architect became key to the 

ensuing form and spatial planning. Their brief was  

for “an adaptable and connected vertical home  

that provided a more sustainable lifestyle, [allowing 

the family to be] less reliant on cars, closer to the  

city and their workplace, and the opportunity to  

do something unique on an under-utilized infill site.”  

The house also needed to accommodate live-in 

extended family (including partners and grandparents), 

while ultimately exploring alternative models of living 

and working. From its inception the building was  

to house seven to nine people and, as is the case  

in most multi-generational houses, the balance 

between communal and private spaces was crucial. 

Multi-generational living is becoming 

increasingly popular across Australia as families try  

to cope with housing unaffordability and the effects  

of population growth on the amount of available 

housing. For the clients of Mixed Use House, director 

Matt Gibson reflects, “There was a very positive 

[aspect to this model], which was about location, 

amenity and spaces that could allow flexibility with 

both connection and retreat.”

The architect divided the house into three 

zones: communal, personal and retreat. With council 

stipulating that the ground floor be dedicated  

to commercial use, one half of this level is occupied  

by a commercial tenancy, while to the right, vehicular 

access is carved out as a recess in the form. The 

discrepancy between the program at street level  

and the noticeably residential character of the boxes 

above often leads to public uncertainty about the 

nature of the building. It’s not until the first floor that  

the residential component is introduced, after which 

each box appears to take on an individual personality.
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 Full-height glazing  

on both the northern  

and southern elevations, 

coupled with a substantial 

central atrium, draws natural 

light into each level. 

Artwork: Pretty in Pink, 

Laelie Berzon.

 The atrium also serves  

to knit the residential levels 

together and to act as an 

interstitial space between 

private zones.

 Though connected, the 

plan conveys a thoughtful 

separation of communal, 

private and retreat spaces;  

a timber-clad stair, tucked 

away against the eastern 

boundary wall, accesses  

a lounge and roof terrace.
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Key

1 Commercial 

 tenancy entry 

2 Residential entry 

3 Commercial tenancy 

4 Off-street parking 

5 Kitchen 

6 Scullery 

7 Study 

8 Laundry 

9 Meals 

10 Family 

11 Lightwell 

12 Cooling stack 

13 Bedroom 

14 Light void 

15 Living 

16 Bar/kitchenette 

17 Retreat 

18 Terrace
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project team Matt Gibson (principal), Martyn Weaver (architect), Phil Burns, Erica Tsuda (architectural 

assistants); DDB Design project team David McCallum (principal), Maryanne Quealy (designer); Builder  

DDB Design; Building surveyor Red Textas; Engineers Clive Steele Partners, Greer Consulting Engineers;  

ESD consultant Floyd Energy

 In keeping with the 

commercial character  

of the now mixed-use 

precinct, the building’s 

northern elevation – facing  

a busy highway – is veiled  

in a glazed curtain wall.

The design was focused on maximizing the 

footprint density of the site and gaining as much 

access to natural light as possible. Above the kitchen, 

dining and entry space on the first floor, a large, 

centrally located atrium draws natural light deep  

into the middle of the building. On the upper levels,  

the bedrooms and private spaces are planned around 

this void, with access between rooms along the edge  

of the void. This interstitial space between private 

zones becomes communal when family members 

communicate with each other by speaking into  

the void. Natural light is also drawn into each level 

through full-height glazing on both the northern  

and southern elevations. Each elevation is distinct:  

the southern street entry elevation is a playful 

movement of zinc-clad boxes, while the northern 

elevation, facing a busy freeway, is veiled in a glazed 

curtain wall and looks more like a commercial frontage. 

The bedrooms are located at both ends  

of the house, against the south- and north-facing 

facades, and occupy the full building width. Each 

bedroom features its own ensuite and breakout  

space and in many ways they feel like individual, 

self-contained studios. Ensuite services were stacked 

where possible, taking a multiresidential approach 

that hints at a possible future use. 

Retreat space was carefully considered  

and separated from communal and private spaces,  

the architect understanding the desire for individuals 

to seek out privacy away from their bedroom or study. 

A roof terrace and lounge are located on the uppermost 

level, with access via an impressive timber-clad stair, 

tucked away against the eastern boundary wall. This 

acknowledgement of the need for retreat responds  

to the fact that open-plan living is not always popular  

in multi-generational housing. 

Thinking about the future, the clients and 

architect discussed the ways in which the house might 

physically change to adapt to varying family conditions 

and options for when the live-in family radically shrinks. 

There is an inherent separability within the building 

that would allow the top levels to be disconnected 

from the lower levels by way of considered changes  

to the existing vertical access and lift programming, 

subdividing the house to create two separate 

tenancies. This intrinsic flexibility, combined with the 

site’s zoning, also provides the option for the building  

to shift further to a genuine mixed-use or commercial 

typology, a point of difference compared with other 

approaches to multi-generational housing. 

In 2016 the precinct underwent rezoning and  

is now a true mixed-use zone, highlighting the success 

of this infill development as well as the role multi-

generational housing plays in our future cities and  

the value of rethinking traditional housing typologies. 

— Sarah Hurst is an architect at Fender Katsalidis in Melbourne 

and a regular contributor to Houses magazine. 
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Jacqui Alexander’s speculative  
design research project investigates 
the large-scale effects of Airbnb  
on housing and, with a vacant site  
in Melbourne’s western suburbs  

as a test case, experiments with a new domestic prototype  
to support home-sharing in the broadest sense.

Disruptive Domesticity: 
Housing Futures and  
the Sharing Economy
Essay by Jacqui Alexander

Emerging digital economies such as  
the sharing economy have flourished in  
the aftermath of the global financial crisis 
(GFC). These digital platforms are changing 
the way we use, understand and access 
space and are reorganizing the city. One 
disrupter, home-sharing platform Airbnb, 
has lowered the barriers to accessing 
space by developing a framework that 
enables a global pool of applicants to rent 
homes on demand, in shorter increments  
of time and at a premium. While there has 
been much coverage for and against Airbnb 
in the mainstream media, and there is an 
emerging body of scholarship examining 
the effects of Airbnb on housing, its urban 
implications are contingent on context, 
requiring critical spatial insight and holistic 
analysis. This speculative design research 
project explores the challenges and 
opportunities that Airbnb presents for  
the future of housing in Australian cities  
by examining Melbourne as a case study.  
It asks: through strategic design and 
planning, can we minimize the risks and 
maximize the potentials of home-sharing  
to develop better urban outcomes to 
benefit locals first and tourists second? 
And can we leverage the global success  
of Airbnb to help deliver better quality,  
more diverse housing choices locally? 

In the last decade, the sharing 
economy has exploded. It is no coincidence 
that its two biggest players – Airbnb and 
Uber – were founded in 2008, following  
the GFC. Less production and fewer 
resources have forced consumption  
to be reconceptualized to enable a high 
turnover of existing products and property 
is no exception. Airbnb is an example par 
excellence of what is known in business 
terms as “collaborative consumption”1:  
a system set up to extract the latent value 
of assets (in this case, housing) through 
short-term leasing or “sharing.” The uptake 
of Airbnb in Australia has been enthusiastic, 
rapid and unregulated. Endorsed by the 

public and private sectors – with Tourism 
Victoria2 and Qantas3 both forging recent 
partnerships with the platform – it is now 
responsible for contributing $400 million 
to Victoria’s economy.4 But elsewhere  
in the world, the effects of Airbnb on the 
housing market are beginning to show.  
As a result, cities such as Amsterdam,  
New York and London have recently taken 
steps to cap the number of days a property 
can be listed, while others, such as Berlin,  
have banned “entire home” (also known  
as “entire place”) rentals altogether.

In Melbourne – as in other Australian 
cities – the housing affordability crisis  
has continued to escalate. A significant 
contributor to the current circumstances 
has been the post-GFC culture of 
investment in stable assets like property –  
with the incentive of tax offsets such as 
capital gains tax exemptions and negative 
gearing – which has driven up house prices 
and in turn rents. Rising faster than income, 

 Heat maps illustrating  

the distribution of different 

types of Airbnb properties –  

entire home, private  

room and shared room – 

throughout Melbourne.

 Nine of the current top 

ten suburbs for Airbnb in 

Melbourne are considered 

“inner urban.” The proposed 

Airport Rail Link could 

revolutionize tourism and 

present new opportunities 

for tourist accommodation 

in the west between  

the airport and the city.
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rents in Melbourne reached a record high 

in 2017.5 So what effect is Airbnb having  

on this already pressured housing market 

and what lessons can be extracted for 

other Australian cities? When modelled, 

data sourced from the Inside Airbnb 

website suggests that in Melbourne,  

Airbnb is taking available housing stock  

off the market where it is in high demand: 

in the inner city close to employment  

and public transport. Due to the lack of 

regulation in Australia, “entire homes” –  

which exist in large concentrations in the 

inner city – can be let exclusively as holiday 

rentals and are often listed by professional 

hosts with multiple properties. “Entire 

homes” constitute the majority of Airbnb 

rentals in Melbourne and data suggests 

that on average, they have very low 

occupancy rates.6 Large concentrations  

of vacant property – either as a result  

of the ebb and flow of tourism or as 

untenanted investments – have implications 

for housing affordability and supply, but  

can also pose broader urban challenges  

for local businesses, street life and security, 

particularly at certain times of the year.

The distribution of both “entire 

homes” and “shared rooms” in Melbourne 

corresponds with the concentration of 

high-density, investor-driven apartments  

in the CBD and inner city. “Shared rooms” 

only constitute about 2 percent of all 

listings, but they present a variety of other 

challenges. In Victoria, until the introduction 

of minimum standards in 2017, apartment 

design remained unregulated, resulting in  

a glut of poorly designed dwellings in the 

inner city, often with “buried” bedrooms. 

Considered unliveable by many residents, 

but attractive to itinerant tenants seeking 

affordable, inner-city accommodation, 

these kinds of apartments have found a 

new market as “shared rooms” on Airbnb. 

“Shared rooms” tend to be concentrated  

in a small number of isolated developments. 

They are often overcrowded, with two-

bedroom apartments accommodating  

up to eight guests, and are filling a void  

as longer-term housing options for those 

who cannot access the regular rental 

market. Aside from hygiene-compliance 

risks, this kind of en masse overloading 

can compromise fire safety and emergency 

egress – issues that have been brought  

to the fore following the recent fires  

at the Lacrosse tower in Docklands, 

Melbourne, and Grenfell Tower in London.

More promising is the distribution  

of “private rooms” in Melbourne, which 

represent around 37 percent of listings. 

While these listings are still prevalent  

in the city, their pattern is more diffuse, 

expanding out to the inner and middle 

suburbs. Exceptions exist, but “private 

rooms” commonly take the form of a  

spare room or bungalow in a family home  

or share house occupied by other residents.  

They are also more likely to be genuinely 

peer-to-peer, promoting efficient use  

of latent space and minimizing periods  

of vacancy. This model comes closer to 

realizing Airbnb’s ambitions to facilitate 

more authentic experiences of place and  

to bring tourists and locals closer together. 

But most importantly, the “private room” 

makes great sense in the Australian 

context, given our predilection for large 

Entire home Private room Shared room
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houses in the suburbs and our shrinking 

households. This kind of Airbnb usage  

in Melbourne might yield very positive 

outcomes, increasing the number of people 

within households and dispersing the 

economic benefits of the tourist economy.

Yet nine of the current top ten 

suburbs for Airbnb in Melbourne are 

considered “inner urban.” The popularity  

of these suburbs is likely owing to their 

proximity to public transport, on which 

tourists heavily rely. By contrast, if we 

examine the patterns of Airbnb in London –  

with its comprehensive, matrixed rail 

network – we see that Airbnb users are 

prepared to look further afield for 

accommodation. A significant obstacle  

in promoting peer-to-peer home-sharing  

in Melbourne’s suburbs is the radial train 

and limited tram network, making it  

difficult to move around, especially with  

the added encumbrance of luggage. 

This project identifies the Melbourne 

Metro Tunnel and the proposed Melbourne 

Airport Rail Link – both earmarked for 

completion by 2026 – as developments 

with the potential to revolutionize tourism 

in Melbourne, in a way that could benefit 

visitors and citizens. The proposed airport 

link, which is planned to operate between 

Tullamarine and Albion railway station via 

existing freight infrastructure, could unlock 

the western suburbs, attracting tourists  

on inbound routes to the city. Moreover,  

the Metro Tunnel will begin to transform  

our current radial network into a matrixed 

system, introducing a direct connection 

between the western and south-eastern 

suburbs, and increasing capacity through 

the city. These major projects could help  

to decentralize tourism and, in turn, drive 

housing diversity. 

Using West Footscray as a test  

case, this project proposes to leverage  

the popularity of the Airbnb platform to drive 

housing innovation and provide incentives 

for infill development to intensify the 

suburbs. While earmarked for rejuvenation  

in the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme, West 

Footscray is attractive for its ethnic diversity 

and, with its burgeoning Indian community, 

its activity centre – Barkly Village – has the 

potential to become a cultural precinct, like 

Victoria Street or Lygon Street, in the future. 

Encouraging tourism in West Footscray 

could help to reinvigorate Barkly Village, 

stimulating activity and revenue that could 

be redirected to improve community 

amenity and infrastructure. 

A vacant site in the residential  

zone immediately behind Barkly Street 

presented an opportunity to test a new 

domestic prototype to support home-

sharing in the broadest sense. Inspired  

by the outbuildings and hipped roofs  

that characterize the neighbourhood, 

Pavilion House is conceptualized as  

a set of “private rooms” arranged around  

a courtyard within a larger volume. At  

one hundred square metres, this compact 

house is designed to flexibly accommodate 

a range of household configurations, 

including a small family, an intergenerational 

household with dependants and an Airbnb 

host and guest. The dissected plan and 

two points of access enable more or less 

space to be leased on demand, equalizing 

the relationship between parties and 

 Barkly Village in West 

Footscray is earmarked  

for rejuvenation in the 

Maribyrnong Planning 

Scheme and could  

benefit from home- 

sharing intensification.

 A vacant site in the 

residential zone immediately 

behind Barkly Street 

became a testing ground  

for Pavilion House – a new 

domestic prototype that 

supports home-sharing.

 Pavilion House 

reconceptualizes the home 

as a series of rooms, to 

facilitate shared living, with 

operable furniture elements 

that mediate interaction 

between parties.

 The one-hundred-

square-metre house is 

designed to accommodate 

various configurations, 

including a small family,  

an intergenerational 

household and an Airbnb 

host and guest.
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Pavilion House ground floor plan 

1:200 0 1 5 m
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preserving a level of autonomy. A series of 
operable furniture elements were designed
to mediate access to rooms and facilitate 
shared experiences. 

Considered as both a spatial and  
an economic model that enables expansion,
Pavilion House’s parti establishes a formal 
logic for future incremental development 
on the site, while income generated 
through subletting could help fund it. With 
strategic coordination and cooperation 
from council, similar infill development 
could help transform West Footscray  
and provide an alternative to the current 
highrise, high-density approach. 

In its short lifespan, Airbnb has 
wrought significant changes at the scale  
of the room, house, neighbourhood and  
city. On-demand domesticity is already 
changing the social fabric of the city – the 
question now is how to design and plan  
for it. Rather than imposing blanket bans  
or caps on rentals, this design project 
takes the position that with imagination, 
criticality and strategic planning, architects, 
urbanists and policymakers can respond 
spatially, manipulating the way that 
disruption occurs to limit its pernicious 
effects and achieve positive urban and 
domestic outcomes that will endure long 
after the tourists have left the scene. 

— Jacqui Alexander is a lecturer in architecture  

at Monash Art Design and Architecture (MADA), director  

of Alexander Sheridan Architecture and coeditor of POST 

magazine. She is a PhD candidate at Monash University.
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 A spatial and economic 

model that enables 

expansion, Pavilion House’s 

parti allows for future 

incremental development  

on the site, potentially 

funded by income generated 

through subletting.

 Pavilion House sets a 

precedent for infill housing 

to intensify West Footscray. 

Encouraging tourism in the 

area through home-sharing 

could help to stimulate 

revenue that could, in turn, 

be redirected to improve 

community amenity.  
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